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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

The modern disciple of Art has here presented not a book

for mere entertainment, but a work embodying a course of

exercise and study which is necessary, in order to become

possessed of a technical knowledge which will answer the de-

mands of our art and our age. Unmindful of the transitory

success of superficial routine, and aloof from that ostentatious

musical clique-nuisance which everywhere makes itself con-

spicuous, the young musician must subject himself to a strict

discipline, one that will enable him to become conscious of his

position in the progressive development of art.

In the present edition, this work has suffered as little

change essentially, as in its second. For the purpose of intro-

ducing Dispersed Harmony, several special exercises have

been added, that are of a sufficiently advanced position to

enable their being worked out with facility. In the subject of

Modulation, the definiteness of the bounds of its three divi-

sions, and clearness have been enhanced by a somewhat

different distribution of the subject-matter. All other addi-

tions and emendations aim at simplification, and lucidity of

statement. The succession of lessons and exercises has re-

maineol the same. The reduction of the number of explana-

tory examples is but apparently an abridgment, it having
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been deemed advantageous in some cases to contract several

into a single one.

May this new edition, which is founded upon thirty years

of professional experience, prove to be useful to a rising gen-

eration zealous in art.

LUDWIG BUSSLER.
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COURSE IN HARMONY.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Harmony constitutes the first part, and indeed, basis of the

entire Science of Composition, since by the study of it, the fundamental

relations of the scale become revealed most simply and perfectly. The

conditions on which tones may be sounded simultaneously and proceed
in combination form its subject. As the connective element of consecu-

tive chords is melody, our exercises in Harmony will chiefly consist

in the harmonic setting of melodies.

, 2. For the acquisition of the material of music, the Rules of

Composition are an indispensable expedient, and not valid Laws of Art.

Therefore the finished artist, i. e., one who commands a complete and

perspicuous survey of the artistic material, is past the need of these rules
;

nor is the aesthetic critic authorized to appeal to them. The material

for the critic, are rather the Laivs of Musical Art, which dwell within the

artist in the form of talent, and which it is the office of Musical Science

to fix in distinct terms. The study of Composition requires such restric-

tive rules as are peculiar to it, partly, because at the start, its exercises

must necessarily move in a limited field, and partly, in the interest

of the student, to guard against the time-wasting experience of his

going astray.

3. The medium of expression presupposed by the study of Har-

mony is the part-song for four voices, the vocal chorus, also termed alia

cappclla or a cappella chorus. The latter designation, however, was

originally confined to the Strict Style. The conditions imposed upon
the composer in writing. for-vocal chorus conduce to the best training in

part-progression. Several of the exercises of this book overstep the

natural bounds of vocal setting, because Harmony has to deal compre-

hensively with such relations of tones, as are not ordinarily considered

in that selling.



4. The value of the models and exercises, which have been

composed for special instructive purposes, must not be estimated on a

purely aesthetic, but rather on an aesthetic-methodical basis. Besides

their importance as exercises, they offer the great advantage of distinctly

marking the range of ability that may be attained exclusively by the

study of harmony. Those who use this work will notice, that the last

exercises of a lesson by virtue of their exciting a want of the material

in the next are a preparation for the succeeding lesson.

5. The limits of a text-book of Harmony must necessarily be

determined by its relation to a complete course in composition, and by
the practical requisites of its didactic form. As regards the latter, our

course is based on the form of instruction carried on in public institutions,

"class teaching," which embodies all the conditions of the other forms.

It would be inappropriate to forestall the teacher as to the time required

for the completion of this course, since the special object of the study, as

well as the capabilities of the pupils, must determine this point.

6. The preparatory attainments required by the study-of Harmony
are a thorough acquaintance with the Rudiments of Music, and some

proficiency in performing.

KEMARK. Harmony in its present form was founded by J. Phil

Rameau (died at Paris, 1764>, and, in the century and a half of its

existence, has enjoyed the assiduous participation of distinguished

minds, and consequently, a high degree of cultivation.
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CHORDS PROPER TO THE DIATONIC SCALE.

THE PRINCIPAL CHORDS.

(A) THE PRINCIPAL CONSONANT CHORDS.

1. THE TONIC TRIAD.

The combination of the Tonic of a scale with its third and

fifth constitutes the Tonic Triad.

C Major.

Fig. 1.

The Tonic Triad is to be constructed in every major and minor

key ; first orally, then at the Pianoforte, or Organ, ** and lastly

in writing, f

Every triad consisting of a Major third and Perfect fifth is termed

a Major Triad. Every triad consisting of a Minor third and Perfect

fifth is termed a Minor Triad. The third and fifth of the Major triad

constitute the interval of a Minor third
;
of the Minor triad, a Major

third.

* The Harmonic Minor Scale forms the basis in Harmony.
** The Organ is preferable to the Pianoforte for a course in Harmony. The employ-

ment of both instruments is of great advantage.

t These different ways of representation are to be applied to all subsequent exercises.
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2. THE DOMINANT AND SUB-DOMINANT TRIADS.

If a triad be constructed on the fourth degree of a scale, we obtain

in the Major mode, a Major triad.

in the Minor mode, a Minor triad.

Fig. 2.

Since the fourth, by virtue of its significance to tonality, is termed

the Sub-dominant (5th below the Tonic), the chord on that degree is

termed the Sub-dominant Triad,

Construct that chord in every major and minor key.

If a triad be formed on the fifth degree of the Diatonic scale w>

obtain in both major and minor modes a Major triad.

Fig. 3.

r^I

The fifth being termed the Dominant, the chord on that degree is

named after it Dominant Triad.

Construct that chord in every major and minor key.

Chords may be represented by Roman numerals, corresponding to

the scale-degree of their Fundamental notes
;
as the Tonic triad by I,

Sub-dominant triad by IV, Dominant triad by V.

3. DISTRIBUTION OF PARTS. DOUBLING.

The name of a chord remains the same when its upper parts are

distributed, provided its lowest note (Bass) is retained as such.
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Fig. 4.

, when, under similar conditions, any of the notes of a

chord occur in differeut octaves, or are doubled, the name of the chord

remains unchanged.

Fig. 5.

Write and play triads in different positions of their upper

parts, and also with doublings.

4. FOUR-PART HARMONY.

A triad may be changed into a chord of four parts by doubling

one of its parts.

RULE : The doubling of the third of a triad is to be avoided in

four-part harmony.

In accordance with the interval of the highest part, a distinction

is made between tne position of the octave, position of the third and

position of the fifth.

Pos. of 8ve Pos. of 3rd. Pos. of 5th.

Fig. 6.

Triads in four-part harmony are to be written and played.
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5. CONNECTION OF THE THREE PRINCIPAL
TRIADS IN FOUR-PART HARMONY.

A note in common, in the same part, serves as a connecting

element for the succession of the three principal triads.

Fig. 7.

C Major.

CONNECTIONS.
C Minor.

In Fig. 7, the inner parts of the chords are as close as possible to

the highest part, constituting what is termed Close Harmony. The

Bass-note is at liberty to proceed toward, or away from, the upper parts.

The following directions may serve as a guidance for the progressions of

the Bass.

Avoid any wider skip than that of the octave.

Fig. 8.

Bad.
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Avoid the succession of two skips by fifths or fourths, in the same
direction.

Fig. 9.

9-
Bad. Bad.

5th. 5th. 5th. 5th. 4th. 4th. 4th. 4th.

Fig. 10.
Good.

5th. 4th. 5th. 4th.

In accordance with the foregoing, play the chord-progression

I, IV, I, V, I, in every key, first in the position of octave, then posi-

tion of third, lastly, position of fifth, in the manner of Fig. 7.

6. CHANGE OF POSITION OF THE UPPER
PARTS OF A CHORD.

When the highest part (the melody) proceeds by chord intervals

in succession, the inner parts may follow it. Thus :

Fig. 11.

Here, the notes in the upper parts of each chord are the same, but

never in the same part.

The following exercises are to be treated similarly. However the

note common to different chords in a progression must always be

retained, according to the directions given in the preceding section.
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LESSON FIRST.

Melodies in major and minor keys to be set to four-part har-

mony, employing the three triads.

In the following exercises, every note of the melody is to be

harmonized by one or another of the three principal triads of the scale.

First, set the Bass-part to the entire melody, and then insert the inner

parts proximate to the highest part. Treat the Bass in accordance with

the directions given in the preceding section.

Andante.
MODEL 1.

Here, the Bass has been made agreeable, in a measure, by letting

it move into different octaves with the few notes that are at its disposal

These exercises are to be worked out on two staves, as in the model.

EXERCISES.

The model shows the manner of writing the notes, which, in the

order of working out the exercises, leaves the Soprano i highest part)
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notes stroked upward. In subsequent exercises, the adoption of this

procedure will be left to the inclination of the student.

7. HARMONIZING THE SCALE. DEFECTIVE
PROGRESSIONS.

The " note in common "
is not restricted to remain in the same

part, and may move from one part into another.

Using the major scale, ascending and descending, as the melody,

let it be harmonized in four parts by the three principal triads. Both

of the inner parts must be placed as close as possible to the highest part.

First, set the tonic triad to all the notes of the scale that are con-

tained in the triad : the tonic, third, fifth and octave.

Fig. 12.

Then set the sub dominant triad, to those of the remaining notes

that are contained in it : the fourth and sixth.

Fig. 13.

I 1 1 T T f- 1

nzi:J:z~ JL^,~

Lastly, set the dominant triad to the second and seventh of the

scale, both of which are constituents of that chord.

Fig. 14.

J-xs ^L-iS -t \-
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The work, thus finished, exhibits THREE DEFECTS where the

melody ascends from the 6th to the 7th degree.

Firstly. Although in every other degree of the scale the " note in

common " will be found in successive chords, yet it is wanting in the

1

? g ^ <Sf-

Fig. 15.
1

\ ^' ^ & .^ &_- 75

& _

chords of the 6th and 7th degrees.

Fig. 16.

Secondly. The third part (counting downward)* nioves imperfect

fifths with the Bass
;
thus :

Proceeding in the same direction similar motion the two parts

in both chords constitute the interval of the perfect fifth.

RULE : It is prohibited that two parts progress in perfect fifths, by
similar motion.

Accordingly all of the following progressions are defective, being

consecutivefifths.

Fig. 17.

-^=^^^^=^^--

Thirdly. The second and fourth parts (counting downward) move
in octaves. The two parts in both chords constitute the interval of the

octave, and proceed by similar motion.

* Compare the author's " Rudiments of Music.'
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Fig. 18.

RULE : In music written in two or more parts, the progression of

two parts in perfect octaves, by similar motion, is prohibited.

Accordingly the following progressions are defective, being con-

secutive octaves.

Fig. 19.

Of course, the same errors present themselves between the seventh

and sixth degrees of the descending scale.

Fig. 20.

That is,
" the note in common 11

is wanting, and "
forbidden con-

secutives" the term applied to prohibited fifth and octave progressions

are present.

In harmonizing the minor scale these errors appear at the same

places as those shown in the major scale.

Fig. 21.
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In order to avoid these errors in our next exercises, we shall, for

the present, forego using the progressions from the sixth to the seventh

degrees ascending, and from the seventh to the sixth degrees descending.

Fig. 22.

LESSON SECOND.

In accordance with the treatment of the scale as in Fig. 22,

harmonize the following melodies.

MODEL 2.

~9r-1

_J /v <5
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1^^^

In these exercises, each note is to be harmonized by the chord, to

which it belongs by its position in the scale, as in Fig. 22.

8. A FREER USE OF THE THREE TRIADS.

Each degree of the scale belongs to but one fundamental triad

except the fifth, which is common to both the dominant and tonic triads,

and the tonic which is found in the tonic and sub-dominant triads. ($ 5.)

Fig. 23.

Therefore, whenever the tonic or the dominant of the scale appears

iu a melody, we have for either one, the choice of two triads.

Hitherto, we avoided the progression IV V (sub-dominant triad to

dominant triad) because of the absence of a " note in common." This is

nevertheless permissible.

1. when the Bass proceeds by a single tone.

2. when the upper ports move in opposite directionfrom the Bass,

i. e. produce CONTRARY MOTION, and,

3. when both chords are followed by the tonic triad.
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Thus, under these conditions, the progression, IV V I is per-

missible. However, in the reversed order^V IV I/\it is forbidden.

Fig. 24. Good.

IV V I

This succession of chords produces a suitable closing form, termed

Cadence, which we can obtain from our first chord combination (Fig. 7)

by omitting the third chord.

/? ^
-& %-&&

*?_

Fig. 25.

Produce this Cadence in every major and minor key play

it, at least.

The Bass may proceed any distance from the other parts, and may
also approach them to the unison. Two parts must never move together

in unison.

Fig. 26.

l

J-

Consecutives can be averted through contrary motion.
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Skips of the interval of a seventh are forbidden. A repeated or

reiterated chord is of the harmonic value of a single chord. The accented

part of a measure is preferred for changing the harmony.

LESSON THIRD.

Melodies to be harmonized in four parts by the three triads,

under the observance of what has been set forth in this section.

1
MODEL 3.

=C t--*--- ---11

'-0
\

t-

H H \

10.

IV V I

EXERCISES.

11.

1

12.

1 1-

13.
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s-s.

IV V I

9. CLOSE AND DISPERSED HARMONY.
Two parts of a chord, that are so close to each other, as to

preclude the doubling of any note of the same chord between the two,

are said to be in Close Position. Thus, here the upper two parts :

I None of the notes of the chord C-E-G can be doubled

between them. Again, here the lower three parts :

On the other hand, if, between two parts of a chord, any notesr

belonging to the same chord, can be doubled, those two parts are said to

be in Dispersed or Extended Position. Thus, the three upper parts :

^zq, between which, G and E of the same chord (C-E-G)

may be doubled where indicated.

Heretofore, the inner parts of our exercises were so placed as to be

in a Close Position to one another, as also, to the highest part.
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A chord is in Close Harmony when its inner parts are as close as

possible to the highest part, or to the Bass
;
or when the majority of the

parts are in Close Position.

In contradistinction to Close Harmony, a chord is .said to be in

Dispersed Harmony, when its inner parts are extended from the extreme

parts ;
or when they are not proximate to each other.

Close. Dispersed.

Fig. 27.

Play triads in dispersed harmony.

10. THE NAMES, COMPASS AND TREATMENT
OF THE VOICES.

We name the parts in the exercises in part-writing after the names

of the four voices in song. The first or highest part is the Soprano; the

second part Alto; third, Tenor; fourth, Bass. Therefore, we must

imagine these four voices to be the medium of expression, fixing for the

present, the compass of the

Soprano: E: Alto:

Tenor : Bass:

The highest and lowest notes of a voice must not be used too

frequently in succession.

The lower the voice, the less close must the harmony be.

For the purpose of making a good progression, or in order

to obtain a particular chord-position, one note of a chord may DC

* An instance 01 the closest possible harmony, the inner parts being as near as possible

to both of the extreme parts.
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omitted, and in its stead, another doubled. In such cases, the fifth is

usually omitted in triads.

11. THE APPLICATION OF DISPERSED HARMONY,
AND THE

COMBINATION OF CLOSE AND DISPERSED.

The inner voices derive the advantage of the new style of writing,

as they are no longer compelled to follow the motion of the highest part.

. The greater freedom gained thereby makes it necessary to review

the general laws of part-progression to the present point of study.

I. The chief defects in progression are the result of the moving c

parts in the same direction, known as Similar Motion, and which may
be avoided by proceeding in opposite directions, i. e. by Contrary Motion.

However, Contrary Motion must never be used at the expense of a good

progression ; as, for instance, by the skip of a seventh.

Write the chord-succession I, IV, I, V, I, ($ 5, Fig. 7) in dispersed

marmony in various keys. Play it in every key.

By the transition from close to dispersed harmony, all defects in

progression from the sixth to the seventh of the scale may be avoided in

tke following manner :

Fig. 28.

Close. Dispersed. Dispersed. Close. Dispersed. Dispersed.

The reversed progression, seventh to the sixth, may not, with our

present, resources, be effected by dispersed harmony, since it is the

chord-succession V, IV, which gives rise to the defect, but not the

part-progression.
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II. The upper three parts must not recede from one another to a

greater distance than an octave. But the Bass may move any distance

(p. 14) from the other parts, and even approach them to the unison with

the Tenor. The two upper parts, also, may enter into unison, but never

progress in unison.

III. One must endeavor to retain the note in common in the inner

parts, wherever possible. The application of dispersed harmony admits

of this in many cases, where it would be impossible by the exclusive use

of close harmony ;
thus :

Fig. 29.

fcz The

1st chord

, I ^ dispersed ^
harmony.

Progression by single degrees is to be preferred. Endeavor to avoid

the skipping simultaneously of all parts, even though occasionally em-

ployed by composers in the case of related chords, i. e. such as contain

notes common to the chords to be connected. Of course, skips are

permissible with the notes composing the same chord. In the case of

diminished and augmented intervals, it is preferable to employ dimin-

ished ones where they cannot be entirely avoided.

The skip of an octave is generally permissible, and is equivalent to

the repetition of the same note. The skip of a seventh, and of a major

and minor sixth descending, are to be avoided in nearly every case.

The rules given in \ 5, governing the progression of the Bass, are

applicable to the other parts. In exceptional cases, the fifth may be

omitted for the sake of a good progression, or a desirable position of

the harmony. The omission of the third for similar reasons is

antiquated.

Unmelodic part-progression can be most easily detected by singing

each voice-part.

For low notes, dispersed harmony is the natural position ;
for high

notes, close harmony.
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LESSON FOURTH.

Harmonization of melodies with the application of dispersed

harmony.

MODEL 4.

f^'

&=*
4

=t

'
^t

H
f

f
r

bz=^
isr

^_t
^J2I

f
H5> <5-

f^ &-

r

At (1), the first three chords have been taken in close harmony,
because of the necessity either to place the lower parts close to one

another, or to bring on a unison as early as the second quarter.

(2). Here, close harmony had to be applied, because by taking F
In the Tenor, consecutive fifths would ensue, or a unison be produced in

the succeeding chord.

At (3), the fifth has been omitted in favor of a greater extension

of parts.

At (4), the part-progression demanded close harmony.

Observe that the application of dispersed harmony cannot always
be accomplished, but rather, must yield to an interchange with the close

kind, in consideration of euphony and good progression.
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EXERCISES.

21

H3C== __. _.C_^_ -^r-F ^~
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Further material is offered in exercises Nos. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13

and 14, which, however, may be utilized to greater advantage by trans-

posing them somewhat higher. This is done by simply transferring the

exact intervals of the given key to the new one.

12. CHORD OF THE SIXTH.

If the notes of the triad so change their respective positions, that

Ihs third becomes the Bass-part, the result is the first inversion of the

triad, designated as the chord of the 6th and Brd.

Fig. 30.

The name, chord of the 6th and 3rd, is derived from the

intervals, which the upper parts respectively form with the Bass.

However, it is commonly termed chord of the 6th, since the 3rd

is regarded as being conditioned by the 6th. The chord of the
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6th of the major triad contains a minor third and a minor sixth/ that of

the minor triad, a major third and a major sixth.

The Bass of the chord of the 6th must not be doubled, since it was

the third in the fundamental position. (Compare rule, \ 4.)

Write and play chords of the 6th in four parts, in every

key.

The chord of the 6th may everywhere take the place of the funda-

mental position, except at the close and (for the present) opening

of a strain.

As with every new chord, with which we become acquainted, the

chord of the 6th will facilitate a good part-progression. The exclusive

application of either close, or dispersed harmony, however, is thus made

still less possible.

Fig. 31.
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The same in the minor.

Two successive chords of the 6th, especially in major and in the

order as shown in first example of Fig. 32, enjoy the favor of the

standard composers.

32.

J^-J

6 6

Three chords of the 6th in succession are rarely desirable.
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Fig. 33.
.d

-f=r=2

Compared with the fundamental position the inversions serve to

enhance lightness and agility of movement
; particularly by the more

melodic progression of the Bass. Yet, when a certain inversion occurs

several times in immediate succession, the advantage we speak of is

lost
;
for the Bass then proceeds by the same wide skips, that were pre-

viously condemned.

The advantages offered by the chord of the 6th to the reiterated

notes of a given melody, may be seen here :

Fig. 34.

LESSON FIFTH.

Harmonize the following melodies in four parts, employing the

chord of the 6th.

MODEL 5.
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EXERCISES.
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22.

Exercises 18-20, as well as all the preceding exercises offer addi-

tional material for practice.

13. CHORD OF THE SIXTH AND FOURTH.

By placing the fifth of the triad in the Bass, we obtain the second

inversion of the triad, which, by reason of the order of intervals the

upper parts constitute respectively with the Bass, is termed chord of

the 6th and kth.

Fig. 35.

-(3

azSE m
6 6
4 4

The chord of the Qth and tth of the major triad consists of a per-

fectfourth, and major sixth; of the minor
triadj

it consists of a perfect

. fourth and minor sixth.

The rule forbidding the doubling of the third, holds good for the

sixth of the chord of the 6th and 4th, which, in its fundamental position,

was the third.

Write and play chords of the 6th and 4th in every key.
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Various conditions govern the use of the chord of the 6th and 4th.

It is still less appropriate for the opening or the close of a piece, than the

chord of the 6th.

It is employed principally in the following cases :

1. When the chord of the 6th and 4th proceeds to the fundamental

position of a triad on the same Bass note. In this case, the chord f

should enter on a relatively accented part of the measure, and, as a rule,

the sixth and fourth descend each one degree. (The accentuated \.)

Fig. 36.

2. When in the Bass three notes ascend by seconds, a chord of the

6th and 4th is permitted on the middle note, regardless of the part of the

measure, and without any restriction to the sixth or the fourth of pro-

ceeding by conjunct degrees. (Chord of the \ on (he middle note of an

ascending Bass,)

k 1 1 -U| -J Un-J 1 -I-

Fig. 37.

3. On a Bass of three consecutive notes on the same degree, the

chord should enter on the second note, in which case the sixth and the

fourth both descend one degree, as a rule. (Chord of the | on the middle

note of a reiterated Bass.)

Fig. 38.
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If the third chord of Fig. 7 in \ 5 be replaced by its second in-

version (the chord J), a five-chord cadence will result
;
thus :

---
1 --,

Fig. 39.

Play this cadence in every key.

It contains the most prevalent application of the |, the use of

which is commonly influenced by very restraining conditions.

In freer variety :

Fig. 40.

*-

=fc:=gi =3
f-

4 4

In connection with the chord of the 6th of the Sub-dominant :

Fig. 41.

Occasionally, the melody gives rise to a deviation from direction 1

of this section, pertaining to the descending progression of the sixth and

the fourth, as is seen in the following cases :

Fig. 42.
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Since the chord | of this cadence is always on a relatively accented

part of the measure as compared with the dominant triad, that follows

it it is necessary to explain, that, in Ternary Time, the second beat (in

its harmonic bearing) is of the value of an accented beat, by its relative

position to the third. That is to say, the second beat is entitled to an

accent, by reason of its being followed by an unaccented third beat.*

a. = accented beat. u. = unaccented beat.

Fig. 43.

L&jt J5p^=H4-J-P=^
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Play cadences of this kind in every major and minor key.

The employment of both inversions of the triad permits slight

variation in the ascending scale,

* The reason of this (of no importance to the student of composition as such) is a

matter concerning the Scientific Basis of Music. Hauptmann, in his " Harmonik und

Metrik," elucidates this from his standpoint.
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Fig. 44.

Ordinarily:

Fig. 45. /

Earely: \
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from which, however, no particular advantage may be derived for the

present.

Their use is more profitable for reiterated notes in the melody ;

thus:

Fig. 46.

^ ~ '

66
4

6 6
4

Form such chord-groups at the instrument.

LESSON SIXTH.

Melodies to be harmonized in four parts, employing the three

triads and their inversions, in close and dispersed harmony.

MODEL 6.

-9 0-
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Dispersed.

M. " *J
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(B) THE PRINCIPAL DISSONANT CHORDS.

14. CHORD OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

If upon the dominant triad (fundamental position) a third be

superposed, a chord of the 7th, 5th and 3rd is obtained.

Fig. 47.

Its fundamental note (Root), being the fifth or dominant of the

key, it is termed chord of the Dominant 7th, or simply
" dominant Tth."

Write and play this chord in every major and minor key.

The dominant 7th is the same in both major and minor modes.

It has a major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh.

Its third and fifth form a minor third
;
its third and seventh form

a diminished fifth
;
its fifth and seventh, a minor third.

It is obliged to make a particular progression, i. e. resolve into the

tonic triad.

As it is unsatisfactory without this resolution, it is denominated a

Dissonant chord
;
and because it is impelled to seek its resolution in the

tonic triad, it has been termed the principal dissonant chord, or by some,

the Leading Chord.

Its resolution occurs in the following manner :

The 3rd (leading note of the key) ascends one degree to the root

of the tonic triad.

The 5th descends one degree to the root of the tonic triad.

The 7th descends one degree to the third of the tonic triad.

The root, although not obliged to make any particular progression,

usually proceeds to the root of the tonic triad, when it enters in the fun-

damental position of the chord.
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Fig. 48.

777 77
The dominant 7th with its resolution is to be written and played

in every major and minor key, and in close and dispersed harmony.

The regular resolution of the dominant 7th always results in a

triad, without the fifth.

15. INVERSIONS OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

The dominant 7th has three inversions.

Fig. 49.

In resolving these inversions, each part is treated just the same as

in the fundamental position of the chord, save that the root, when it is

an inner, or the highest part, is retained for the purpose of completing

the succeeding triad.

These are the inversions :

1. Chord of the 6th and 5th (more fully, 6th, 5th and 3rd) :

Fig. 50.

Chord of the 4th and 3rd (6th, 4th and 3rd) :

Fig. 51.
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3. Chord of the 2nd (6th, 4th and 2nd) :

Fig. 52.

These names are derived from the intervals between the Bass and

rhose other two parts, which are respectively a seventh apart in the fun-

damental position of the chord.

Name the intervals of the three inversions in close harmony.
Write and play each one of these inversions with its resolution, in

every major and minor key, in close and dispersed harmony and in

different positions.

1C. APPLICATION OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

The fifth of the Dominant 7th may be omitted.

^Fig. 53.

The root may be doubled.

-.- C2&- ^f&- <2-

Fig. 54. pfe_.p^=l^=zi^-Z_^-
tj

~ ^

The doubling of the third, fifth or seventh would produce consec-

utive octaves in the regular resolution.

Fig.55.

By omitting the fifth and doubling the root, the dominant seventh

can resolve into a complete triad in four parts, being thus very useful

for cadences.
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Fig. 56.

7 7

Write and play such cadences in every key.

17. CADENCES. THE SCALE. REITERATED
NOTES.

At the close of a piece, the tonic triad, as a rule, is preceded by the

chord of the dominant seventh
;
but chiefly in its fundamental position,

because the progression of the Bass from one root to another lends the

greatest of firmness to a close. Accordingly, the cadences, heretofore

shown, generally take the following forms:

Fig. 57.

7 7

The following cadence is a development of Fig. 7.

Fig. 58.

-I 1. 1 -I r Q-H-
-n&zist
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|

~!

Play these in every key.

Employment of the dominant seventh chord does not preclude the

use of the dominant triad in cadences. On the contrary, the latter fre-

quently enters, as heretofore, in the place of the chord of the dominant

seventh.
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Numerous melodies are divided up into distinct parts, which are

not marked by rests. It is the mission of harmony to aid in rendering

such incisions noticeable by more or less perfect cadences.

The most perfect Full Cadence is that one, whose last chord con-

tains thefundamental note in both melody and Bass
;
thus :

Fig. 59.

This is especially adaptable to the final close of a piece ; yet it is

not inadmissible for effecting a partial close. (Compare the national

melody,
" God save the Queen.")

The Full Cadence is imperfect, when the highest part closes with

the third or fifth of the triad.

Position of
third.

Fig. 60.

These are suitable for Partial Cadences, yet, not inadmissible as

Full Cadences. (Compare Model 6.)

Particularly adaptable to partial cadences, are the inflections

toward the dominant triad, fundamental position.

Fig. 61.

V IV II
The same in minor.

IV V
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In the last example of Fig. 61, we find the sub-dominant preceding

the harmonic station on the dominant, whereby the familiar progression,

"sub-dominant, dominant, tonic," is produced.

Partial cadences of the kind just cited are termed semi-cadences.

The propriety of employing them is determined by the nature of the

melody. The following one, for instance, offers occasion for employing
a semi-cadence in the middle of it.

Fiar. 62.

pftK 7T

~E5EE -&& z=zz=ip=: c r :
I l_ I

I V
The melody presented in Model 7, also furnishes the opportunity

of applying the semi-cadence in the middle. The character of the

melody, however, does not make such a step desirable.

Play perfect and imperfect full cadences and semi=cadences in

various major and minor keys.

Occasionally, a cadence is followed by an additional close, an

appendix as it were, containing the sub-dominant triad. This bears the

name 01 "sub-dominant cadence."*

Fig. 63.

5==2=g:=^:3 33
IV I

By reason of its impressive character, it is of frequent occurence

in sacred music, and has therefore been called the Church Cadence.

There are cases in which it is not preceded by the cadence of the

dominant.

The chord of the dominant seventh lends a better effect to the

cadence of an ascending scale, when its inversion is employed.

* Erroneously designated by many the "
Plagal Cadence." This term would apply to

our semi-cadence. The "
Phrygian Cadence "

is our IV V iu minor.
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Fig. 64. <

Fig. 65.

^ II T-<T & M^

Play this form of harmonized scale in every major and

minor key.

The use of the fundamental position in the place of the | (see Fig.

04) would be undesirable
;
thus :

Fig. 66.

\ g=

In the case of reiterated notes in the highest part, the dominant

seventh is of advantage, since, in every one of its inversions, it has the

power of resolving towards the fifth of the scale.

Fig. 67. -&%--*?'

-\ \~
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mm
Play this and similar combinations in different keys.
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18. CHORD OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH AND
THE CHORD \ OF THE TONIC TRIAD.

The following progressions are in keeping with the rules laid down

in \ 13 (respecting the treatment of the chord J), save, that here the dom-

inant seventh takes the place of the dominant triad, thus :

Fig. 68.

- --i n -I 1 1

II

The combination of both cases produces the following freer treat-

ment of the chord 2, of which we shall subsequently make occasional use.

Fig. 69.

/L
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Rhythmical alterations of this kind are often serviceable for ex-

plaining and justifying certain irregularities.

The chord
,
between two other chords on the same Bass note

which it has, may enter into combination with the dominant seventh.

The intervals 6 and 4 proceed by conjunct degrees, in this case as in

previous ones.

Fig. 72.

i r r
&

LESSON SEVENTH.

Melodies to be harmonized in four parts, employing the domi=

nant seventh.

MODEL 7.
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EXERCISES. 29.

39
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30.
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33.

Semi-c. Semi-c.
^-a-

34.

:+-*-
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; V A^- AX EXAMPLE OF REITERATED NOTES.
'

Play No. 35 in every major and minor key. (Fig. 46, 47.)
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19. CHORD OF THE NINTH.

If, by adding a third to its highest part, in the fundamental

position, the chord of the dominant seventh be extended to a five-part

one, thus :

Fig. 73.

a chord is obtained, which is termed after its greatest interval the Chord

of the ninth.

In major, the ninth being a major interval, it is termed chord of

the major ninth.

The ninth being a minor interval in the minor mode, it is termed,

when in that mode, chord of the minor ninth.

Like the dominant seventh it is a principal dissonant chord, L e.

confined to an immediate resolution into the tonic triad.

The ninth descends one degree to the fifth of the tonic triad
;
the

resolution of its other intervals occurs as in the dominant seventh, with

the exception, that the fifth of the chord of the major ninth must

ascend, in order to obviate consecutive fifths.

Fig. 74.

Although in minor, no really objectionable fifths are produced by
this resolution, since one of the fifths is imperfect, yet this resolution

even in minor is to be avoided wherever possible. The minor mode

shows here, as in other cases, a peculiar dependence upon the major ;

namely, certain progressions, which in major would be infringements

(though in minor they do not violate the rules governing such progres-

sions) have the effect of being incorrect, and are avoided for this reason.

(Compare Model 9, Remark, and \ 22, 10.) One can easily convince

himself of this fact by listening attentively to this chord-progression :

Fig. 75.
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The former acceptation of so-called hidden or covered fifths and

octaves, which applied to cases similar to the one under discussion, is

untenable with the works of standard composers.

The regular resolution of the five-part chord of the ninth invariably

produces a triad with its third doubled, thus necessitating an exception

to the rule stated above.

The ninth of the chord must never be so placed as to become a

second, because the principle of the superposition of

thirds is thereby forsaken, and, moreover the chord of the ninth would

be eliminated, in a limited sense, from the list of chords.

The two parts, that constitute the interval of the ninth, must not

be so inverted, that the original ninth becomes the lower, and the root

the higher part. This :

L^

HH must never become \"2

Sounding one of these inversions on the Piano
;

for instance :

t&=^=^=l
Fig. 76. E&==3==2:

will suffice to convince one of the necessity of this rejection.

Hence, it is not permitted to contract the ninth to a second, nor to

invert it into a seventh. For the present, it must therefore be confined

to the highest part.

Thus, the application of the chord of the ninth and its inversions

is limited
;
the last

(
fourth ^ inversion, altogether prohibited.

2nd. 3rd.

Fig. 77.

By omitting its fifth, it may bs used as a harmony in four parts.

In this case its second inversion, also becomes useless.
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Fig 78.

1
Write and play the chord of the ninth and its admissible inver-

sions with their resolutions in every major and minor key.

By the chord of the ninth, a harmonic structure of the descending
scale from the 7th degree to the 6th, is now for the first time rendered

possible.

^=i=i=g==g=

1

m
- ^ &

As a dissonance always sounds most arbitrary and striking, when
it is approached by skip, both of the parts constituting the interval of a

ninth must not be approached, wherever avoidable. Hence the following

would be inadmissible.

Fig. 80.

_
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The chord of the ninth may best be introduced, when its root is a

note common to the same part of the preceding chord that is, when it

is prepared. This procedure is to be adhered to in all of the following

exercises, with the exception of No. 39, measure 4.

LESSON EIGHTH.

Harmonize the following melodies in four parts, employing the

chord of the ninth and its inversions.

MODEL 8.
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36.
EXERCISES.
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Semi-c.

20. CHORDS OF THE MINOR AND DIMINISHED
SEVENTH ON THE LEADING-NOTE.

If we construct a chord of the seventh on the Leading-note, or 7th

degree of the scale, we obtain Fig. 81.

in the major mode, a chord with a minor seventh:

Fig.

in the minor mode, a chord with a diminished seventh :

Both are termed chords of the Leading seventh.

The chord of the seventh on the leading-note in the major com-

prises the upper four parts of the chord of the major ninth. The one

on the leading-note in the minor comprises the upper four parts of the

chord of the minor ninth, and bears the name of " Chord of the Dim-
inished seventh."

Both belong to the principal dissonant chords, i. e. they resolve

immediately into the tonic triad.

The resolution of each part in both chords occurs just as with the

chord of the ninth. Thus :

Fig. 83.
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The chord of the seventh on the Leading-note in the major consists

of a minor third, diminished fifth and minor seventh.

The chord of the diminished seventh (on the Leading-note in the

minor) consists of a minor third, diminished fifth and diminished seventh.

The proximate notes of the chord of the leading seventh in the

major constitute two minor thirds and one major third
;
those of the

chord of the diminished seventh, three minor thirds.

The inversions of both chords bear the same names as the inver-

sions of the dominant seventh.

Fig. 84.

Chord of the 6th and 5th :

Chord of the 4th and 3rd:

Chord of the 2nd :

The chord of the leading seventh in the major and its inversions

are so employed (like the chord of the ninth), that the original seventh is

never in the lowest part ;
the chord ofthe second being thus disregarded.

This restriction does not apply to the chord of the diminished

serenth, which may be employed without restraint in every position and

inversion.

The third inversion of the diminished seventh resolves into the

chord | of the tonic triad, and may therefore be employed only where

the latter can make a regular progression ;
as in the present case, descend-

ing by conjunct movement. For instance :

Fig. 85.

^
rz==gg r=be=gdj=g=:^:b

gjEE

Both chords with their inversions and resolutions are to be

written and played in every major and minor key.
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In resolving the chord of the 6th and 5th of either chord, it is

permissible to let the original fifth, when it is in the highest or an inner

part, ascend one degree, in order to avoid the doubling of the third in

the succeeding triad.

Fig 86.

The interval of the third of the fundamental position and second

inversion of the chord of the diminished seventh may descend one

degree, when the second of its imperfect fifths (B-F in G$-B-D-F) is

inverted into an augmented fourth.

Fig. 87.

While, in the exception in Fig. 86, the seventh alone descends,

and the other parts ascend
;
in this case, only the fundamental note

ascends, and all the other parts descend.

Hence, the chord of the leading seventh in the major can only be

employed with the degrees of the scale, sixth to fifth in a given melody ;

the chord of the diminished seventh, however, may be used with the

scale-degrees 2-1, 2-3, 4-3, 4-5, 6-5, 7-8.

Both chords of the leading seventh are better adapted as the har-

monic basis of the progression 7-6 of the descending scale, than is the

chord of the ninth.

Since we have not until now been able to completely harmonize

the scale, we shall also introduce here for the first time, the chord | as

the third from the last, whereby the last five chords will constitute our

five-chord cadence. (See \ 13, Fig. 39.) Thus :
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Fig. 88. Major.

15" a. ^r^ z^n
-*3 fS-
6 7
4

Or Fig. 89.

t= 1

46 87
3 4

Fig. 90. Minor.

afc

6 7
4

Or Fig. 91.
-tSW-

6 7
4

Play the harmonized scale by heart, ascending and descending

in every key.

In regard to "ascending," see p. 36, 17, Fig. 64.

LESSON NINTH.

Harmonize the following melodies in four parts, employing the

chords of the minor and diminished seventh on the leading-note.
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MODEL 9.

i
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42.

EXERCISES.

it:

43.

* Here, the Tierfect fifth is followed by the imperfect. Although not in the least

objectionable to the ear, yet the eye, and an unconscious perception of the maior mode
take offence at it.
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21. THE DIMINISHED TRIAD.

If we construct a triad on the seventh degree of the scale, we

obtain in major and minor the same diminished triad.

Fig. 92
%^s==\

The diminished triad in major and minor consists of the upper

three parts of the chord of the dominant seventh, and is treated like

these. Thus :
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Fig. 93.

As will be seen here, it constitutes a portion of the other principal

dissonant chords.

Fig. 94.

However, it is the least adaptable of ail for determining the key in

which it occurs, since it may easily be confounded with fragments of

chords of the diminished seventh, and with a secondary triad.

By doubling its third, it becomes a four-part chord.

xs x ^ _^? "Tl

ElgElgElgE^EE^

Fig. 95.

i
Its resolution results in a triad without its fifth, but with a

doubled third.

Like those of every other triad, its two inversions are termed :

Fig. 96.

Chord of the 6th :

Chord of the 6th and 4th :

The intervals, which its upper parts form with the Bass are:

in the fundamental position, a minor third and an imperfect fifth;

in the chord of the 6th, a minor third and a major sixth,

in the chord of the 6th and 4th, an augmented fourth and a

major sixth.

In resolving the chord of the sixth of the diminished triad, we

may avail ourselves of a license similar to that, allowed the chord of the

sixth and fifth of the minor and diminished chords of the leading

seventh, to wit :
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The original fifth may ascend one degree, whenever it is an inner

part. Owing to its twofold resolution, the fifth may be doubled
; but

only in the first inversion.

Fig. 97.

The diminished triad and its inversions with their resolutions

are to be written and played in every major and minor key.

The chord of the sixth of the diminished triad may take the place

of the dominant seventh in the ascending scale, Fig. 64, whereby the

cadence sacrifices its harmonic solidity, but gains decidedly in the quality

of its part progression.

Fig. 98.

LESSON TENTH.

Harmonize the following melodies in four parts, employing the

diminished triad.

MODEL 10.
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EXERCISES.

^Ae chord of the sixth of the diminished triad is to be em-

ployed in these exercises, as shown in the above Model.

49.

50.

Semi-c.

51.
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22. LICENSES IN THE TREATMENT OF CHORDS.
Whereas the student has heretofore employed

the chord of the sixth and fourth, only under certain restric-

tions (|{ 13 and 18),

the chord of the dominant seventh and the chord of the ninth

with their strictly regular resolutions, and
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the other principal dissonant chords, likewise under particular

restrictions
;

he has become sufficiently secure in the elementary laws of chord-pro-

gression and of tonality, to be able to comprehend and apply the

following Licenses.

1. The fifth of the chord of the dominant seventh, in any part,

may ascend a degree.

2. For the sake of completeness of the succeeding tonic triad, any
of the constituents of the dominant seventh may be resolved irregularly,

when they are inner parts, into those notes of the triad which would be

left out in the regular resolution :

Fig. 99.

Of these licenses, the progression of the seventh to the octave is to

be met with in Bach, though very rarely. The skipping of the leading-

note into the fifth of the succeeding tonic triad, however, is of almost

regular occurrence in the cadences of the same composer.

The characteristic sound of chords being influenced by the dis-

position of parts, such an irregular resolution of the inner parts may be

a desirable occurrence in bringing about a favorite chord-position.

Fig. 100.

=bm
i

Likewise, for the sake of a more desirable melodic progression, an

irregular resolution of the inner parts is permissible. For instance, to

avoid having persistently to revert to the same note, or the same melodic

inflection, tnus :
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Fig. 101.
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or to avoid keeping a certain part constantly in and about the same

pitch, thus :

Fig. 102.

-0 f- r^
J J

In such cases, however, only the third and ./?/<A of the dominant

seventh may proceed by skip ;
but not the seventh.

Bad. Good. Good.

Fig. 103.

The root of the dominant seventh may proceed to any part of the

following triad, provided no defect is produced thereby. Compare Case

7, Fig. 113, of this section.

The circumstance of their being a necessity for a fine progression

of parts (especially of the Bass), coupled with that of the highest part

being a given melody, necessitates applying the same licenses to the

highest part ; yet without allowing a disregard of the restrictions. For

instance, if the following melodic figures are met with :
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Fig. 104.

-0t- I

*t

they may be harmonized in a manner favorable to the progression of the

Bass, in the following way :

Fig. 105.
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compared with which, the regular treatment would, in most cases,

appear clumsy ;
as the following example will illustrate.

Fig. 106.
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3. All of the other principal dissonant chords participate in the

same licenses. Thus :

Fig. 107.

In resolving the minor and diminished chord of the leading

seventh, the masters often employ the skip in an inner part, from the

'third of either of those chords to the fifth of the succeeding triad.

Fig. 108.

The ninth of the chord of the ninth, however, and the same note

taken as the seventh of the minor or the diminished chord of the leading

seventh are always to be resolved regularly.

The student is not privileged to apply the licenses of cases 2 and 3

to the Bass-part.

4. Those of the principal dissonant chords, that appear with equal

privileges in any of their positions and inversions and these are the

chords of the dominant seventh, diminished seventh, and the diminished

triad may, prior to resolving, change their positions and inversions,

provided the resolution of the position or inversion last to enter, is

effected in accordance with the conditions that govern it.

Fig. 109.
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J.J J.-J^I /^^

In cases of this kind, the chord of the dominant seventh may be

replaced by the dominant triad, in order to effect an improved part-

progression. Thus :

t

Fig. 110. <

5. The principal dissonant chords may at any time, prior to their

resolution, interchange with one another, as also, with the dominant

triad (as a representative of the dominant seventh), provided the resolu-

tion of the last chord to enter is effected in accordance with the

conditions that govern it.

Neither the ninth of the chord of the ninth, nor the seventh of the

minor chord of the leading seventh is ever permitted to ascend.

Fig. 111.
J '
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Not thus

with

this given

melody.

but thus :

m
m

The chords treated in Part II will render a better harmonization.

6. For the benefit of good part-progression, and in consideration

of the melody, the third of the triad may be doubled even in such

places, where the resolution of the preceding chord does not make that

course requisite.

Fig. 112.
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(Figs. 110 and 111, Case 5 of this ). The chords of the sixth and fourth

of the tonic and sub-dominant triads may participate in these licenses,

when the Bass moves in the chord-intervals of these triads, in which

case the upper parts may likewise change their positions, thus :

Fig. 114.

1
*^-

it:

.. J J lrj-4-j j=i

?EE^ F^
:q--=^:
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or when the resolution of the 2 becomes deferred by similar progressions

in chord-intervals, in the Bass, highest part, or in all parts simulta-

neously, thus :

Fig. 115.

^r ^^



Fig. 116.
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The | may also enter between two principal dissonant chords,

where its Bass is approached by skip.

Fig. 117.

(Compare Figs. 69 and 71.)

-0 p ~-l

Y^** itJ

9 *-
I

Cases like these, where the Bass approaches the chord | by skip

ascending, and then descends by conjunct movement, are much preferred

to those in which the progression is just the reverse, or the Bass proceeds

exclusively by skips. Thus :

J-J

^-9f-t-t
I

firt7-
- - i^i

9. Besides the already cited fifth in triads, chords of the dominant

seventh and chords of the ninth, the intervals of chords below named

may be omitted for the benefit of part-progression.

Fig. 119.

The third of the chord of the dominant seventh,



The third or seventh of the chord

of the ninth,

Licenses. \ 22.

Fig. 120.

61

JO.

The third or fifth of the minor or diminished chord of the leading

seventh.

10. Consecutive fifths in the order of
u
Perfect-Imperfect,

1 '

P. Imp. P. Imp.

are everywhere admissible
; yet, the ascending progression pives rise to

the same hesitation spoken of with regard to Model 9, and which origi-

nates from a source in common with that of Fig. 75, p. 40.

Consecutive fifths between upper parts, in the order of
"
Imperfect-

Perfect" ASCENDING, are of common occurrence
;

Fig. 122.

i^F^

1

but between the ass and highest part,

Fig. 123.

these consecutives have been avoided by the classical masters, so that

their appearance belongs to the rarest exceptions. Modern masters,

however, frequently employ them.
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In the order of "Imperfect-Perfect" DESCENDING, they are gen-

erally avoided, and are of such rare occurrence between the Bass and

Soprano, that they should be classed among the inadmissible :

Fig. 124.

Inadmissible :

as should such, that occur in the same order, between the highest and

an inner part, as well as Bass and an inner part, thus :

Fig. 125.

But they are admissible, by exception, between the inner parts.

Thus:

Fig. 126.

11. The seventh of the minor chord of the leading seventh, and

the ninth of the chord of the ninth may exceptionally appear in an

inner part.

Fig. 127.

m --i i rr\
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In these examples, the unusual positions of chords have-been intro-

duced hy their usual positions.

All of these licenses, by reason of their general occurrence, have

been taken up in this first part of the study, since their nature must at

once become clear to the student, particularly, if he has come across them

in his practice and general musical experience. Of course, their applica-

tion in ftie right place is dependent upon the degree of his innate power
of discernment, enhanced by previous exercise.

LESSON ELEVENTH.

The following melodies, in major and minor keys, should be har -

monized in four parts, employing the seven principal chords of the

scale and their inversions, and applying the licenses wherever occasion

may call for them.

MODEL 11.*

* NB. designates a place, where one or other of the above mentioned licenses has been

applied.
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EXERCISES.

It must be the endeavor of the student to produce well-sounding

and, if possible, expressive pieces ;
but not to employ the last presented

means as often as he can, where they are not expressly called for. How-

ever, these exercises are so constructed as to compel him to abide by
said measure.

52.
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THE SECONDARY CHORDS.

23. THE MAJOR AND MINOR SECONDARY
TRIADS.

By constructing a triad on every degree of the Diatonic scale, we
obtain in the major mode,

I II III iv v VI vu

Fig. 128.

three minor triads, on the second, third and sixth degrees, besides the

four familiar principal triads. In the minor mode,
i II III iv v VI vu

Fig. 129.

~

a diminished triad on the second degree, an augmented triad on the

third, and a major triad on the sixth, besides the principal triads.

Of these triads, the major and minor ones are used as independent
chords. We have now come into possession of three new chords in the

major mode, and one in the minor. (The triads on the second and third

degrees in minor will be considered later on. )

I. The Secondary Triads within a given key serve as connections

between the principal triads, with which each one has two notes in

common :

Between the dominant and tonic, and between the tonic and

sub-dominant. Thus :

Fig. 130.

&=*=.
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I VI IV
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A secondary triad may, under the same conditions, effect a con-

nection between a principal triad and a principal dissonant chord,

whereby the dominant triad has the power of representing the principal

dissonant chord. Thus :

Fig. 131.

o

-%& 12:1=^:

=EE3

IV II V IV II V IV II VII 7 IV II V 6D 9

In each case, the connection occurs by the descent of the Bass by

intervals of a third. The inversion of this progression by thirds into one

by sixths is generally to be avoided, because, the object being thereby

destroyed, it would contradict the intention of a connection.

The connection of chords in the opposite direction, sub-dominant

with the tonic, or tonic with the dominant :

Fig. 132.

IV VI I I III V IV VI I

is not of the character of a mediation, but rather produces a strange

effect
;
the Bass-note of the connecting chord (which is the chord-

interval of a third of the first chord, and which impression it decidedly

makes) being treated by the other parts as a root, which is contrary to its

nature. But where strangeness of effect is appropriate, such a combi-

nation would be justified.

Aside from their capacity as connectives, everywhere to be found,

the secondary triads are used preferably in solemn vocal music, which is

to remind one of the ancient church style. Handel and Bach have

employed them, partly with a view to this effect, and partly, in consider-

ation of the movement of the parts, as the result of melodic progression.

They are to be found less extensively in works of the "
Haydii-Mozart-

Beethoven "
period, since the composers of that age adhered more closely
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to the principal chords, and sought for harmonic variety chiefly in mod-

ulation. Modern composers of every nationality have a predilection for

employing them as a means of expressing (through digressions from the

tonic) soul-sensations, foreign to the simplicity of Nature.

//. Connections between themselves, and with the principal chords

by a note in common.

The secondary triads, which, comprehended as tonic triads, belong

to related keys, have one note in common
;
as the A minor and E minor

triads, or the A minor and D minor triads in the key of C major. Thus:

D Min. A Min. E Min. A Min. A Min. E Min. A Min. D Min.

Fig. 133.

II VI III VI VI III VI

III. A secondary triad may proceed in such manner to an inver-

sion of a principal triad, that at least one part skips, whereby the

indefinite character of the consecutive triads (which is produced by the

ascent of the Bass by conjunct intervals of a third [Fig. 132]) is entirely

destroyed.

Fig. 134.

The triad on the second degree has the same bearing upon the

dominant triad, as has the sub-dominant triad ($ 8). It may precede the

dominant triad on similar conditions
; yet may not follow it. (II V I =

1VVI; VII= VIV.) Thus:

Fig. 135. but not

-4-
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A VERY USEFUL PIANO EXERCISE IN EVERY KEY, and, at the

same time, a preparation for Lesson Twelfth, is furnished by the Bass of

the following example, which brings to light the principal and secondary

triads in any position, and in close and dispersed harmony. It begins

with the dominant triad. For the present, we cannot make use of it in

the minor mode, because we have not yet learned how to treat the

secondary triads on II and III degrees of the scale.

Fig. 136. Minor.

-0--s

The cadence of Fig. 58 can be extended by inserting the secondary

triad VI between the tonic and sub-dominant, thereby making it the

second chord.

Play this cadence in this form in every key.

LESSON TWELFTH.

Harmonize the following melodies and basses in four parts, em-

ploying the secondary triads in their fundamental positions.

In working out the Basses, special regard should be had to

producing a good and melodious progression of the highest part.

A given Soprano.
MODEL 12.
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A given Bass.
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EXERCISES.

62.

m

63.
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69.
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24. THE INVERSIONS OF THE SECONDARY
TRIADS.

In employing the chord of the sixth of the secondary triads, the

student must confine himself for the present to cases, which, admitting

of good part-progression, are justified by affinity between the chords.

(p. 68, II.) Thus :

Fig. 137. .
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MODEL 13.
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EXERCISES.
76.
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25. THE SECONDARY TRIAD ON THE SECOND
DEGREE IN MAJOR AND MINOR.

The triad on the second degree deserves special attention, as,

it may enter as a substitute for the sub-dominant, in full cadences,

semi-cadences and similar inflections, whenever the melody or the

part-progression offers an occasion for doing so. Thus :

Fig. 139.

_J
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Fig. 141. ,

3=H--*^^aPR r p^13

^j^a
The diminished triad on the second degree of the minor scale

participates in this treatment to its full extent, save that its fundamental

position is seldomer used than that of the triad on the second degree of

the major scale. Still, it is not disregarded, and is justified wherever

brought about by a desirable progression.

Fig. 142.
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The fundamental position of the triad on the second degree may
follow the sub-dominant in a cadence, but not precede it.

-j i

Fig. 143.

Play and write cadences, containing this chord, in every major

and minor key.

The chord | of the triad on the second degree is only exceptionally

found with the same signification as the chord of the sixth, and its
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employment here is at once restricted by the forbiddanee of a succession

of two chords of the sixth and fourth.

Since the diminished triad on the second degree in minor, although

a dissonance, is not like the principal chord on the seventh degree, re-

stricted to a particular resolution of its several parts, it may proceed to

some other principal dissonant chord than the dominant seventh. Thus:

Fig. 144.

For the harmonization of the scale in major and minor, descending,

the following structure of the cadence, rendered smooth by a good pro-

gression of parts, is produced by the employment of the secondary

triads. Thus :

22, 2)

Fig. 145.
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26. THE SECONDARY TRIAD ON THE THIRD OF
THE MAJOR SCALE.

The triad on the third degree in major is used peculiarly as the

harmony to the descending seventh of the major scale.

m
At the same time, it enters here transiently between the triads

on the tonic and sub-dominant, though it contains not a note common
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to the latter. In place of the triad on the tonic, the one on the sub-

mediant (6th degree) may be employed.

Fig. 146.

2=fel=f==g=22 IDZ^ 55 S_

I III IV VI III IV

The first inversion of the triad on the mediant (3rd degree) par-

ticipates in this manner of treatment, yet, only when the Bass moves

by conjunct degrees.

Fig. 147.

J

I a 9 i

1

The scale-progression may thus be in one of the inner parts :

Fig. 148.

1

Play the descending major scale with these progressions in

various keys.

LESSON FOURTEENTH.

The following exercises afford ample opportunity of applying the

instructions given in the last two sections.
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MODEL 14.
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EXERCISES.
79. (| 26.) (|25.) 80.

1
81.

82.

-h f-

83.

84.
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85.
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27. OTHER LICENSES OF THE SECONDARY
TRIADS.

Although the secondary triads do not mark their affinity to the key
as distinctly as the principal chords they certainly do not deny it, yet

they enter into several combinations with the latter, which, though

lacking a note in common, are justified by favorable progression. They
are of frequent occurrence.
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If the dominant triad succeeds the secondary triad on the super-

tonic (2nd degree of the scale), then the former should be followed by
the tonic triad. (See p. 68, Fig. 135.)

Fig. 149.

It is permissible to interpose the secondary triad on the mediant

(3rd degree) between the dominant and tonic triads, on condition that

the fifth, having previously been the leading-note, ascend one degree

into the octave.

Fig. 150.

Ill II V III VI

Analogous to the progression, VI III IV (Figs. 146, 147), the pro-

gression, I V VI, is permitted in the major.

Fig. 151.
tr

-!5-

I VI

But not in the minor, on account of the augmented second.

The progression, VI V, too, occurs in the major in contrary motion

between the highest part and the Bass, in which case the dominant

seventh may replace the dominant triad.
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Fig. 152.

vr

The student is permitted to cautiously make use of these licenses

in the exercises of the next lesson.

28. THE SECONDARY CHORD OF THE SEVENTH
ON THE SECOND DEGREE OF THE SCALE.

By constructing a chord of the seventh on every degree of the

diatonic scale, we obtain, besides the two principal chords, five secondary

chords of the seventh.

II

Fig. 153.
VX ^P '

r^.Hy J ^ *
J&-& P-

of which we shall at present take up the one on the super-tonic (2nd

degree) into our exercises. The others must be left for subsequent study

in \ 67.

The chord of the seventh on the super-tonic in the major consists

of a minor third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh
;
in the minor of a

minor third, imperfect fifth and minor seventh.

Like the triad on the super-tonic, it may take the place of the sub-

dominant triad in cadences and similar inflections. It is preferable to

use the first inversion, and for the same reasons as in the case of

the triad.

The seventh of this chord (the tonic of the key) should be pre-

pared, i. e. should have been in the same part of the previous chord.
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SECONDARY CHORD OF THE TTII INTRODUCED.

Fig. 154.
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However, wherever this proves to be incompatable with the

melody, harmony, or progression, it suffices that the seventh is at all

present in the preceding chord.

Fig. 155.

In the progression to the dominant chord (be it the chord of the

seventh, or the triad), the seventh of this secondary chord of the seventh

must descend one degree to the third of the dominant chord, the leading-

note of the key, as is to be seen here in its resolution.

Fig. 156.

In the progression to the chord
,
the seventh is retained in the

same part.
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Fig. 157.

However, it may occasionally pass from one part into another
;

Fig. 158.

Of its other two inversions, the chord of the fourth and third is

admissible by exception, when the progression of consecutive fourths is

not produced by its employment.

Fig. 159. Admissible by exception.

-L
#=3

Inadmissible.

The chord of the second is only then admissible, when the Bass

resolves regularly throughout, by descending one degree to the leading-

note
;
as here, where the resolution is in the following chord of the sixth

and fifth :

Fig. 160.
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Write and play full and semi-cadences, employing the chord of

the seventh on the II in different positions, in every major and minor

key.

Fig. 161.

rr"

In spite of its dissonant character, the chord of the seventh on the

II in major and minor, like the triad on the same degree, may also pro-

ceed to other principal dissonant chords than the dominant seventh,

whereby the seventh of the secondary chord of the seventh resolves

regularly by descending a degree. Thus :
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LESSON FIFTEENTH.

The following melodies are to be harmonized with the employ-
ment of all the chords hitherto introduced ; the first six, with special

regard to the secondary chord of the seventh on the 11.

MODEL 15.
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93.
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5 Chords.

98.

5 Chords.
2 Chords to each Note.

99.

100.
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THOROUGH-BASS FIGURING.

29.

The figuring of intervals in practical music, for the purpose of

determining chords, the so-called Thorough-Bass Figuring (which,

though in former times very extensively used, is now gradually falling

into disuse) is too important to the composer to admit of being disre-

garded in the study of Composition. In this manner of writing, the

intervals, formed by the distance between the Bass-note and the upper

parts, are indicated by figures, above or below the Bass. It thus afforded

the means of correctly playing an accompaniment on the Organ or Piano

from such a Bass. To the composer, it serves the purpose of rapidly

sketching a chord without having to put down the notes for each part.

The rules of this figuring, as far as they extend over our present

acquaintance with the chords, may be set forth as follows :

A chromatic sign refers to that interval (counting from the Bassi,

to the figure representing which, it is prefixed; as, for instance, the

sharp here refers to the sixth, which is thus C

Fig. 163. m
A chromatic sign, unaccompanied, refers to the third.

The triad, whether major or minor, is not figured at all. But if

the third be a raised one, as compared with the key-signature (as the

dominant triad in a minor key), then the chromatic sign, that should

express the raising, must be placed above or below the Bass-part ;
thus :

Fig. ,64.

In the first example of Fig. 164, the major triad on the dominant

is designated by a natural, since its third is not By but L$; in
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the second example, by a sharp, because of the third of the triad being

.B$, and not -BJJ.

The chord of the sixth is figured 6. If, compared to the key signa-

ture, the 6th is raised, the corresponding chromatic sign must be prefixed

to it
;
thus :

Fig. 165.
eJ

6 6

The chord of the sixth and fourth is figured J. When one of its

two intervals does not answer to the key-signature, the corresponding

chromatic sign must be prefixed to the number of that interval
;
thus :

Fig. 166. ttt&S -^
--

I"

Chords of the seventh, whether dominant, or minor or diminished

of the leading seventh, or secondary chords of the seventh, are all des-

ignated by the figure 7.

The raised third of the dominant seventh in the minor mode is

indicated by a corresponding chromatic sign, placed beneath the figure 7

Fig. 167.

The chord of sixth and fifth (and third) is figured g. Any necessary-

chromatic sign must be prefixed to the figure representing the altered

interval. In our present exercises, it can only have reference to the

sixth.

The chord of the (sixth) fourth and third is figured |. Chromatic

signs must be prefixed as above stated. When the sixth is chromatically

altered, the figure for this interval, with the requisite chromatic sign

prefixed to it, must be included
;
as

$|.
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The chord of the (sixth, fourth and) second is figured 2. The

chromatic signs are used as in the foregoing examples. When the fourth

is chromatically altered, the figure 4, with the requisite chromatic sign

prefixed to it, must be included
;
as

|Jj.

Fig. 168.

The chord of the ninth is figured 9. A chromatic sign alone,

beneath the figure, refers here, as everywhere, to the third.

Fig. 170. Pj i _

Its inversions are indicated by its characteristic intervals :

the first by I the third by f

Fig. 171.

6 6
5

6 6
5 4

When various chords are borne by one Bass-note, the figuring of

each chord must be placed in exactly that place, which it occupies in the

measure. In cases of this kind, the triad receives its figuring, which is

the number, 3. Thus :

Fig. 172. 9737
( ;

equivalent \

to:
S:
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In order to indicate, that the upper parts should retain the same

chord throughout a Bass of different notes, it is necessary to draw a line

of continuation from the figure last in force. The length of the line

must correspond to the duration of the chord. Thus :

*lg. 173. p^2I
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LESSON SIXTEENTH.

The following Figured Basses are to be worked out (each one in

several keys) in four parts, pains being taken to produce as melodious

as possible a highest part. That finished, they should be played with-

out the aid of the written work. Finally the Basses of several of the

previously treated Exercises, Nos. 72 to 103, should be figured.

108.

EXERCISES.

( Basses.)
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111.

466 666 4 6 6
3 453

112. Poco allegro.

3866666754 4

{6666 7
5 4

7

113.
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PART II.

UNESSENTIAL NOTES.

30. INTRODUCTORY.

In the past exercises, the student was necessitated, almost,

throughout, to apply a separate chord to each note of a given melody.

Under such manner of treatment, animated strains appear dull and

over-burdened
; and, though the given melodies of the lessons in Part I

are so constituted, as to require that form of harmonization, yet the

finished work is by no means exempt from this defect. We shall now

proceed to elucidate the conditions, on which the parts that form the

accompaniment may be released from the necessity of following the

melody, note for note. The chords being thus reduced in number, the

lightness of each strain becomes enhanced.

By these conditions we are enabled to employ notes in combination

with a chord, that are not essential, that is do not belong to it.

Such notes are termed Unessential Notes.

They are divided into four principal classes, according to the

difference of conditions under which they enter
;

viz. : (1.) Passing

Notes, (2.) Suspensions, (3.) Anticipations, (4.) Changing Notes.

PASSING NOTES.

31. SIMPLE PASSING NOTES IN ONE PART.

A note, which is situated on an unaccented part of a measure,

between two harmonic notes (i. c., constituents of a chord), and in a

progression by conjunct movement, is termed a Passing Note.
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Fig.
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Bad progressions of harmonic notes can not be averted by passing

The inadmissible progression of fifths at (a) has not been averted

by the passing F (a fourth), since the intervals on the accented parts of

a measure impress the ear as being essential, and the disproportion of the

consecutive fifths on accented beats remains as palpable as without the

passing notes. The same applies to the consecutive octaves at (b). When

passing notes are on the unaccented parts of a measure, cousecutives are

not produced. The following is correct.

Fig. 160.

PREPARATORY EXERCISE AT THE PIANO.

Strike chords with the left hand, and play to these a highest part

containing passing notes. Play cadences with passing notes in the Bass

first, with two Bass-notes, then with three, and lastly, with four to each

chord.

LESSON SEVENTEENTH.

(iiven, a harmonic strain in the form of a figured Bass. (1) The

highest part is to keep up a motion in quarters by inserted passing

notes, wherever possible. The Bass is to remain unchanged. The

other parts should adhere firmly to the prescribed harmonies. (2)

Treat the Alto in the same manner as the Soprano was treated in (1).

Bass unchanged. The Soprano and Tenor should sustain the harmony.

r(3) Treat the Tenor in the same manner as the Alto was in (2). Bass

unchanged. Soprano and Alto sustain. (4) Reduce the Bass to quar=

ter note motion. The other parts simply retain the chord-components.

"Each one of these exercises should be worked but several times.

First, write the Bass
;
then the part to which the motion is given,
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At (NB.) it was permissible to double the third of the dominant

seventh, (1.) because consecutive octaves have not been produced thereby,

not even implied ;
the skipping of the Soprano being conditioned by its

manner of progression in the first four measures: (2.) because the un-

accented beat and the evenness of motion of both of the lower parts, in

conjunction with sustained upper parts, prevent the doubling from

becoming prominent: (3.) because any other progression would sound

unwieldly. ,

EXERCISES.

The inner parts are not restricted to the rhythm of the Bass.

Occasionally a prescribed chord may be replaced by one that can substi-

tute it. The casual extension of the prescribed distance of the parts

from each other (p. 19, II) will henceforth be permitted by exception.

116.
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The following melodies, which contain passing notes, are to be

worked out in four parts.

MODEL 17a.

.tiM-Ai^
! =tm

122.
EXERCISES.

tf*=Si

123.

m
If?.
j *-*

124.
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4f E

125.

I

S=

32. SIMPLE PASSING NOTES IN TWO
OR MORE PARTS.

Passing notes may appear simultaneously in two or more parts, on

condition, that they produce neither "
consecutives," nor ill-sounding,

unnatural progressions or combinations. It fallows that they are most

desirable, when they move in thirds and sixths. Tims:

Fig. 183. <

Fig. 184.

HTTi i rf -?-
<-

s
i

j J i
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In some instances, there is occasion for letting three parts proceed

simultaneously. As a rule, it is generally possible for one less than the

total number of parts to "pass through," in mauy-part-writiug. Com-

pare Model IS, measures 7 and 15.

LESSON EIGHTEENTH.

Apply the bearings set forth in this paragraph, to the working

out of the following Bass and Soprano parts in four-part-writing.

Given Hoprano.
MODEL 18.

JL J. JL _I -
^- :

Given Bass.
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33. COMPOUND PASSING NOTES.

Two or more unessential notes, proceeding by conjunct degrees

between two chord-constituents, may come in on a relatively unaccented

beat, thus producing Compound Passing Notes.

In ternary time, these passing notes may come in between the first

and third beats or sub-beats, as well as between the second and the (suc-

ceeding) first beat or sub-beat. (See p. 97, Fig. 176.)

Fig. 185.

LESSON NINETEENTH.

The following melodies, which contain compound passing notes,

are to be worked out in four parts.

MODEL 19.
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132.

133.

-8-

I=*=^
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34. THE PASSING NOTE ON AN ACCENTED BEAT.

THE UNACTUAL CHANGING NOTE.

Notes that fulfill all the conditions of passing notes, save that

they enter on an accented beat, are classed among passing notes, and

are treated as such.

Fig. 186.
]

f
,
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The note, preceding a changing note of this kind may be either a

harmonic, or common jtassing note. In the latter case (just as in 33,

with compound passing notes) changing notes and passing notes may
succeed each other. Thus :

Fig. 187.

In all cases that can be traced back to compound passing notes,

changing notes may in turn be followed by passing notes. These, for

i ustance :

*p a SP gi %
TT oi a) o3

Fig. 188.
<

s
3-*=p2-

EEE^BEEEE I
are admissible, because they can be traced back to regular compound

passing notes, thus :

Units of time : 1 2

Fig. 189.

The sole restriction, imposed upon the entrance of notes of this

kind, is the rule, that a note must never sound together with the one,

to which it proceeds, on the second degree of the same octave.
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Accordingly, the following cases are regular. The instances, in which a

second is approached, are marked t-

BACH. BACH.
n > 1 m n 1

1 9 ng *
r|

Fig. 190.
"

LESSON TWENTIETH.

The following exercises are to be harmonized in four parts. The

parts to be added are, in general, to be in notes of greater length than

those of the given part.

For instance, if the latter contain eighths, the parts, that constitute

the harmony should be in quarters, halves and even whole notes
;

if in

quarters, the other parts should be in half and whole notes. In ternary

time, the added parts should be in dotted notes of greater length than

the notes in the given part.

MODEL 20.

J-
:* ^ ip^
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134.

Passing Note on Accented Beat. \ 34.

EXERCISES.

1 1 I-

-:

135.

137.

( See p. 109, lines 1, 2 from bottom. )

|

138.

(i VI II V

,--y --- J ....... ^--1----
,
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139.

*
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.0.
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140.

The Bass, for inst.: e f g e
0$

d.

SUSPENSIONS.

35. THE TIED SUSPENSION.

A Suspension occurs on the accented beat, and resolves by descend-

ing one degree to a harmonic note on an unaccented beat, whilst the

chord remains unaltered in its other parts. The Tied Suspension was a

harmonic note in the same part of the preceding chord. In ternary

time, the second beat, in its bearing on the third, is here (as with the

chord |, \ 13, p. 27) of the value of an accented one.
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Fig. 191.

Accordingly, there are three things to be considered in the treat-

ment of the tied suspension.

First : The entrance of that note, which becomes the suspension

proper, after having been a harmonic note in the preceding chord the

Preparation.

Second : The Suspension itself, which is a dissonance to the chord

entering with it.

Third : The Resolution into the harmonic note, which is effected

by a descent of one degree.

Fig. 192. Res. Prep.
Prep. Sus. Res. Prep. Sua. Prep. Sus. Res. Sus. Res.

(a) |. N
| ,

(6)

I . f-xar ^ L_Z. t_^

At (a) we have a representation of the three phases of the tied

suspension ;
at (6), a succession of suspensions, in which the resolution

of any one serves as a preparation for the following one.

The relation of Preparation to Suspension is governed by the

RULE : The preparation must not be in a note-value, that is shorter

than the suspension; or in other words, a note should not be tied to one
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shorter than itself, in the order of "short-long." For instance, ties like

following should not be made.

JiJ- JLJ *"

The relation of suspension to the chord, with which it enters

simultaneously,^8 governed by the

RULE : The suspension and the harmonic note, into which it

resolves, must not be sounded together in the interval of a second in the

same octave, .

Bad. Bad.

Fig. 193.

(2. I IJ

The sounding simultaneously of the suspension and the note into

which it resolves, even in different octaves, should be avoided wherever

possible, i. e., in every case where it may be accomplished without det-

riment to part-progression and completeness of harmony. For instance,

the following should be avoided.

Fig. 194.

g r~?

^3
-^-n ^^ r- ^iT" T~!sL i

E^^ziEEEEBEiEibi^iE

These are preferable :

However, as mentioned above, such and similar cases may be

altogether justified, when they occur in consideration of part-progression
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and completeness of harmony. They are introduced best by contrary

motion
; as, for instance, here :

Fig. 195. (

The leading-note (the seventh of the scale, as such, also the third

of the dominant seventh and chord of the ninth
;
and the fundamental

note of the diminished triad and the minor and diminished chords of the

leading seventh must never occur in two parts simultaneously, when it

has been deferred in one of them by a suspension. The leading-note and

its suspension must not be sounded together.

Never thus :

Fig. 196.

Suspensions have not the power of nullifying consecutives, though

they have greater influence than passing notes. Suspensions into fifths

or octaves, even on an unaccented beat, should be avoided. Thus :

Fig. 197.

Equivalent
to :

r

For the present, we shall employ suspensions exclusively in the

highest part, as their application to the Bass and inner parts demands a

modification of the directions here given.
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LESSON TWENTY-FIRST.

117

Set the following figured basses to four-part harmony, employ-

ing as many suspensions as possible in the highest part.

The figuring refers only to the chords, arid not to the suspensions.

MODEL 21.

tn=gt
q::

h^-
(i

4

EXERCISES.

142.
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144.

Tied Suspensions. % 35.

6 6 6
'

fe* 6 ^6 6 6643 '4
3

4 8

145.

64 866686626753 4

LESSON TWENTY-SECOND.

The following melodies, which contain tied suspensions, are to

be set to four-part harmony, but without the employment of suspen-

sions in the lower parts.

MODEL 22.

te^S4^^^^^
=E^E^==p=^
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EXERCISES.

"P jT7_i_. t^-^

119

B

147 - ^^ # ^rfflrio.

-1 4-

14S.

Ji:

36. TIED SUSPENSIONS IN THE BASS.

The rule set forth in the preceding section, pertaining to the

relation of suspension to the harmony, unconditionally applies to sus-

pensions in the Bass to its full extent
;

i. e., it is not permissible to have

the suspension and the note into which it resolves meet in the same

* The dot hero forms the snTw
** A suspension on tiie second
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chord, no matter whether in the same octave or in different ones.

Accordingly, the following cases are inadmissible.

Fig. 198.

i"~r~r~ TI

LESSON TWENTY-THIRD.
*

Add the three upper parts to the following Basses, which

contain suspensions.

MODEL 23.

it.

ii iii

:l^

351 -2?:
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EXERCISES.
150.

-, n

37. TIED SUSPENSIONS IN THE INNER PARTS.

A suspension in an inner part bears the same relations to any

higher part, as does a suspension in the Bass. It bears the same relations

to any lower part, as does a suspension in the Soprano. Thus, when a

suspension is in an inner part, its meeting with the note into which it

resolves is permitted to occur in a different octave, provided the suspen-

sion is situate in an octave above the note ; as here :

Correct.

Fig. 199.
^r

==pg====ip=p=i=j=^S====$==3^=&
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It is not permissible, on the other hand, to have a suspension in an

inner part meet with the note into which it resolves, when the suspension

is situate in an octave below that note ; as here :

Incorrect.

Fig. 200.

Summed up more generally, the rule respecting the relation

between the tied suspension and the chord, would read as follows :

The meeting of the suspension and the note into which it resolves,

on the second degree of the same octave, is everywhere inadmissible.

The meeting of the same in different octaves is admissible, when the

suspension is in a higher part ; inadmissible, when in a lower part.

LESSON TWENTY-FOURTH.

Work out the following melodies and basses, employing regular

tied suspensions interchangeably in all of the added parts. Wherever

a suspension can not be applied, endeavor at least to replace it by a tied

(syncopated) note, Thus :

Fig. 201.

At all events have a care to keep up
motion on the unaccented beat, as any
sudden entrance of repose of the length of

a half note would produce the effect of an

interruption.
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MODEL 24.
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153.

154.

155.
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38. TIED SUSPENSIONS IN TWO PARTS.

Suspensions occuring simultaneously in two parts are prepared and

resolved like those in one part. Thus :

Fig. 202

n <\ I fN j_^ _P I

fl

g
I
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I

I

LESSON TWENTY-FIFTH.

Work out the following melodies in four parts, employing two-

part suspensions.

MODEL 25.

-43- , .,

r i I

1 l-d-r^J l-*-J-rJ tr-
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EXERCISES.

125

160. (Comp. No. 147.)

(Comp. 149.) 161.

162.

Construct descending major scales and cadences, employing

suspensions.

39. THE DELAYED RESOLUTION OF THE TIED
SUSPENSION.

The regular resolution of a suspension may be delayed by interpos-

ing a note that is a constituent of the accompanying chord.

Fig. 203. (a)

^
; ..

^'

_\ J
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Fig. 204.

m 4-
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LESSON TWENTY-SIXTH.
Work out the following melodies, which contain such delays.

MODEL 26.

:J:
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163.

EXERCISES.
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164.
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40. SUSPENSIONS FROM BELOW. SUSPENSIONS
IN SEVERAL PARTS.

All of the foregoing suspensions were resolved downward. This

resolution is, indeed, by far the most frequent. However, there is

another, the upward resolution, which is the result of the progression of

parts, as well as of the character of the melody. In musical parlance,

ths previously treated suspensions are termed "suspensions from above,"

because of their proceedingfrom above, downward. Those, on the other

hand, that resolve upward in a direction, the reverse of the former are

termed "suspensions from below,'' or Retardations. They occur chiefly

in such cases, where a note, through its bearing on the scale, is inclined

to move upward ;
as with the seventh of the scale, thus :

Fig. 203.

This tendency to resolve upward, however, may be imparted to

any other degree of the scale, solely through the melody ;
as for instance,

in the fallowing ascent, the impetus to which was given by the seventh.

Res.

Prep. Sus. Prep.

Sus.

Fig. 206.
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Suspensions from below and above can be combined into " double

suspensions." Thus :

Delayed.

Fig. 207.

Suspensions in two or more parts (double, triple, etc.) are usually

combinations of those from below and above
;
but they may consist ex-

clusively of one of these two classes.

In the resolution of double, triple, etc. suspensions, each single one

is resolved regularly, either upward or downward
; orthcy may also be

taken jointly as a suspended chord, and, as such, treated in accordance

with the rules governing chord-progressions.

Fig. 208.

At fa), the second voice-part (Alto), being the third of the domi-

nant seventh, avails itself of the license of proceeding by skip. It is

thus treated as a chord-constituent, and not as a suspension.

At (6), all notes resolve regularly, both as constituents of the chord

of the ninth (or minor chord of the leading seventh), and as suspensions

from below and above.

At (c), the note C in the Alto, being a harmonic note to the Bass,

F (F-A-C), proceeds by a skip of a third
;
the suspension being thus

actually but a double one.
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At (d), all the parts proceed regularly, both as suspensions ana

constituents of suspended chords.

At (e), all the suspensions resolve upward, and are also treated as

chord-constituents, in accordance with given directions.

Several of these combinations with suspended chords have been

given distinct names
;
as for instance :

A tonic with a suspended chord of the dominant seventh (or a

diminished triad) is designated a chord of the eleventh, thus :

Fig. 209.

A tonic with a suspended chord of the ninth (or a minor [or dim-

inished] chord of the leading seventh) is designated a chord of the

thirteenth, thus :

Fig. 210.

The so called chord of the fifth and fourth,

Fig. 211. BE nq

is simply a triad with a suspended fourth.

LESSON TWENTY-SEVENTH.

Harmonize the following melodies, employing suspensions from

below, and double and triple suspensions.

MODEL 27.
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167.

Those suspensions, that are not tied to the note, which in the same

part forms the preparation, are nevertheless termed tied suspensions.

With these, the preparation may be shorter than the suspension itself.

Thus:

Fig. 212.
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* This upbeat is to be unaccompanied.
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The following melodies, which belong to this lesson, contain such

like suspensions.

168. t
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To be strictly systematic, suspensions introduced on consecutive

degrees should follow here (as was the case in the first edition of this

work), but for the fact that we have, for methodical reasons, classified

them as "
passing notes on an accented beat," \ 34.

41. FREE OR UNPREPARED SUSPENSIONS.

Free Suspensions are unessential notes, which enter without

preparation on accented or unaccented beats, and resolve regularly either

upward or downward. They may be single, double, triple etc. :
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Fig. 213.

Unprepared Suspensions. \ 41.
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The only restriction imposed upon these suspensions is, that the

suspension and the note delayed by it must not meet at an interval of a

second in the same octave. Thus :

Fig. 214.

Incorrect. Correct.
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LESSON TWENTY-EIGHTH.

The following melodies are to be worked out in four parts.
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MODEL 28.
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42. ANTICIPATION.

An unessential note that enters in a harmony, and, by being tied

to, or repeated in, the same part of the succeeding chord, becomes a

harmonic constituent of the latter, is termed an Anticipation. It is so

called, because it is anticipated in the chord which precedes the one to

which it actually belongs. Thus :

Fig. 215.

Anticipations are of less frequency than passing notes and

suspensions.

A note, which, though belonging to the succeeding chord, is

neither tied to, nor repeated in, the same part, but is merely a constituent

of the next chord, is also classed among anticipations :
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Fig. 216.

m

At (6), the Bass may be regarded as an anticipation, or the upper

three parts as a triple suspension. However, it is immaterial which of

these interpretations deserves the preference.

Anticipations may also be double, triple, etc. :

Fig. 217. f
I i I
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LESSON TWENTY-NINTH.

The following melodies, which contain anticipations, are to be

worked out in four parts.

MODEL 29.

--&~- *==
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EXERCISES.
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43. THE ACTUAL CHANGING NOTE.

A note, interposed between two harmonies, without being a

harmonic constituent of either, and proceeding by skip, is termed a

Changing Note. Though an unessential note, it is treated like one essen-

tial to the harmony, thus changing its harmonic character. Hence its

name. It usually proceeds to a harmonic note, as at (a) and (6), Fig. 218
;

occasionally, to a suspension, as at (c).
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At (d) there are changing notes in two parts, Alto and Tenor. The D
in the Soprano, however, is an anticipation.

44. LICENSES IN THE TREATMENT OF
UNESSENTIAL NOTES,

AND THEIR COMBINATIONS.

I. Both the position of a chord, as at (a) and (6), and the chord

itself, as at (c) and (d), may be changed in resolving suspensions.

Fig. 219.

(a) (6) (c) |(d) ,

__ __
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II. Occasionally, suspensions may resolve by skip, but then

usually downward :

Fig. 220.

III. Double, triple etc. suspensions may be resolved one after

another, so that one is retained, whilst the other proceeds. Also the

manner of resolution of each suspension may vary.

3-^-1 4.

Fig. 221. <

i T

r
IV. The combination of suspension and passing note :

Fig. 222. sus.

(a)
'

At (a), the Bass introduces the passing note, E, just before

the regular resolution of the double suspension in the upper parts.
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At (6) the lower two parts introduce the double passing note, E-G.

The student can easily explain the other cases himself.

V. Compound suspensions. Occasionally, one suspension is pre-

ceded by another :

t t

Fig. 223. (

This may be traced back to a simple suspension with a changing

harmony (as at I of this section); thus :

t

Fig. 224.

=T==:=31

And this, in turn, may be traced back to a regi}larly treated

suspension :

Fig. 225.

The combination of a compound suspension with a regular resolu-

tion might take the following form :

from which the first instance (Fig. 223) may be considered as being

derived.
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VI. There are also cases in which suspensions from below and

from above succeed each other, and in which only the last one resolves

into a harmonic note. The following, from Meyerbeer's
"
L'Africaine,"

exhibits an example of three consecutive double suspensions,

Fig. 227.

in which the Bass figure is to be comprehended as the G major chord.

The following cases are simple, and of frequent occurrence .

Fig. 228.

[

g^^^j-J-,
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VII. A passing note before an unprepared suspension :

Fig. 229.

traced

B +-q to:
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VIII. A passing note between a suspension and its resolution :

Fig. 230.
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IX. The meeting of an anticipation and a changing note in a

progression within a particular harmony.

Fig. 231.

(8-part Motet, Psalm 149. Measure 34.) BACH.

At (a), the Bass passes through the intervals of the Bi> major

chord, whilst both of the upper parts proceed diatonically and produce

the combination in question at t- With Bach, the consonant chord of

the sixth and fourth (like the one figured in above example) is not

seldom produced by part-progression.

X. Occasionally, pseudo-chords are produced by the meeting of

unessential notes with chord-progressions, which however may easily be

traced back to progressions with unessential notes, by making slight

rhythmical alterations. Each one of the examples, below, is followed

by the simple form, which discloses its harmonic foundation.

Fig. 232. BACH.

MENDELSSOHX.
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.tl 1
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Often : tz

By these examples, the student will be enabled to discover similar

combinations in the works of the great masters, and attempt their

application to appropriate places in the following exercises.

LESSON THIRTIETH.

The following exercises are to be worked out in four parts, em-

ploying combinations of unessential notes, but only such as the

student can account for in every detail.
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MODEL 30.
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178.

Uncasentiut Notes. \ 44.

EXERCISES.

P. N. Sus. Sus. Sus.

179.

~
y=pr ^p^_^ ,-=7-q

LSO.

-gj r

181.

_
J--J ?-,-j-j-J=H *-*-j 9-, I ,

i 0--fr i
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1

----
1

3---:=

-^m^-r~^^ ^

Folk-songs that do not modulate, but contain unessential notes,

may now be harmonized in four parts. Hymn Tunes should be treated

likewise, but with the application of unessential notes.

The exhaustive treatment of unessential notes belongs more

particularly to the study of "
Counterpoint."
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REMARKS.
L"

1. The ninth of the chord of the ninth is really a suspension.

With its resolution, both that of the chord and of the suspension are

effected simultaneously.

2. The upper parts of the chord
,
taken together, are chiefly

either suspensions, or passing notes : the former in case I
;
the latter, in

cases II and III of $ 13. The rules laid down there are based on this

predominant peculiarity of the I chord.

3. By taking unessential notes into consideration, every dissonant

chord may be apprehended as being derived from some triad, or some

dissonant chord. Moreover, in the development of our tonal system, all

dissonances were first presented as unessentials.

4. Numerous examples and explanations to all contained in this

chapter are to be found in the author's " Lexicon der musikalischen

Harmonieen." Berlin : Carl Habel.
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PART III.

HARMONIC MODULATION.

45. MODULATION DEFINED.

To modulate means to pass from one key into another. A piece is

said to modulate when different keys are present within it The term,

transition, is applied to a temporary modulation in a strain, in which the

initial key is afterward returned to.

In the science of modulation, every chord is considered as the

exponent of a particular key, either in the capacity of some principal

chord (as treated in Part I), or of one of those secondary chords that are

used to substitute the sub-dominant.

Whether a melody modulates, and accordingly requires chords of

different keys in a four-part setting of it, or not, may be determined

solely by the progression of its notes
; for, in the exercises of the pre-

ceding Part, the student may have seen, that the presence of chromatic

signs in many cases pointed simply to unessential notes, which in

themselves do not alter the key.

Fig. 233.

In the foregoing melody in C major, the first /J would at once be

considered a chromatic passing note, for here, where the progression, g c,

indicates the key of C major, this apprehension is unquestionable. If,

however, the second /$ were harmonized as a suspension in C major, the

entire progression would be lamed.
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Fig. 234.

Thus, it is necessary tq think of a new key. But whicb ?

The progression of the melody, g b d b points sufficiently plain to

G major. Hence, G major must be introduced.

But which chord of the new key may be given to /$? This note

is contained in each one of the principal dissonant chords, to be sure
;

but since /$ is in the highest part, the employment of the chord of the

ninth, as also the minor chord of the leading seventh cannot be taken

into consideration. Thus, the chord of the dominant seventh and the

diminished triad remain to be chosen from. As the dominant seventh

marks the new key more distinctly than the diminished triad (I 21), we
shall choose the former. Thus :

235.

Since the continuation of this melody corresponds to its beginning,

we shall let the opening harmony come next.

46. CHANGE OF MODE.

The change in a particular key from one mode to another, as from

C major to C minor, or the reverse does not actually constitute a modula-

tion, as the key that is the relation of a series to a particular note as a

tonic is not abandoned thereby.

Thus, a tonic triad in the one mode may be immediately followed

by the like-named one in the other, and this new mode be adhered to at

will. Thus :
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Fig. 236.

Fig. 237. /

\~\) FH=

^Ti

Hence, the major triad is very often employed as the closing chord

of pieces in minor :

Fig 238.

nTf ^ r*^=r ^==^=Z=&L

^-J-J-J

'

Principal dissonant chords of the minor mode are found in pieces

in the major, yet with a resolution into major :

Fig. 239.
(

52

I

5
I

Likewise, the sub-dominant triad of the minor mode and its

substitutes are to be found in major strains, with a major resolution :

Fig. 240.
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On the other hand, those of the principal dissonant chords in the

major mode, which do not contain the major sixth of the scale (the

dominant seventh and the diminished triad) may everywhere resolve

into minor. Thus :

I

Fig. 241. i

-I J-i-1 J r-^^PJ J ! I i

-sVf~ i

^T-M^T-

2=i=I =fd^3ZZ m
However, chords that contain the major sixth of the major scale

(chord of the major ninth and the minor chord of the leading seventh)

strongly oppose being so resolved.

Never thus : nor thus :

Fig. 242.

47. MODULATIONS IN PROXIMATE KEYS.

Closely related and parallel keys may follow immediately upon
each other. Thus, in the following example, where the triad of the new

key suffices for its introduction, one tonic triad succeeds another :

Fig. 243.
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C Major. A Minor. C Minor.
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A tonic triad may also be followed by a principal dissonant chord

of a related or parallel key, which resolves regularly into the tonic triad

of this new key :

Fig. 244.

C

j

G r

In these cases, the dominant triad may, wherever appropriate, be

employed as a substitute for the dominant seventh :

Fig. 245.

J --J g-j J
-

g

* The capitals denote major, the small letters, minor keys.
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The secondary triad and secondary chord of the seventh on the

second degree of the scale may also be easily employed for the connection

of closely related keys.

Fig. 246.

C G- C a-
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The following melody contains such like modulations :

Fig. 247. C G C-
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In all these cases, it is the close relationship that affords the

connection of the keys. That, however, at the same time, notes in

common (which will henceforth be the essential means of connection)

play a prominent part, is a matter, which although a consequence of

affinity, must nevertheless here be considered as purely accidental.

The distance of the keys from one another in the circle of fifths

and fourths determines their degree of relationship.

(A) THE PRINCIPAL DISSONANT CHORDS

As THE MEANS OF MODULATING FROM THE TONIC TRIAD OF ONE KEY
TO THAT OF ANY OTHER.

REGULAR MODULATION.

48. THE PROCEDURE IN GENERAL.

The procedure of a regular modulation consists in the introduction

of a principal dissonant chord of the new key, and its resolution into

the tonic triad.

RULE : The entrance of the principal dissonant chord must be

prepared by at least one note in common with the preceding chord.

From C Major to B Major. C Major to Dt> Major.

Fig. 248.

In cases where there are no notes in common between the principal

dissonant chord and the preceding triad, it becomes necessary to intro-

duce a chord, which contains notes common to both, and may succeed

the first one in its distinct key, according to the directions stated in Part I.

The chords that may be introduced are the triad, chord of the

sixth, Fig. 249, at (a), (c) ;
or even the chord f, as at (6), provided the

laws governing its treatment are not infringed.
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For the benefit of part-progression, the given triad may also be

employed in its first inversion, chord of the sixth, as at (d). In the

course of harmonic phrases, modulations occasionally begin on a chord

of the sixth and fourth, as at (e), when, however, its regular treatment

must be adhered to.

Fig. 249.

(a)C-E. G B. (6) C - e.

(c) C Eb. (d) C - b. (e) C a.

f> & ^ ^--\^ n'19 ^ yy \- i

y-&^-&. ^_j __g_JBg_u_, i

. t-

An exception to the above stated rule is made by a few of those

cases mentioned in the previous section, in which the principal dissonant

chord of the related or the parallel key, contains no note in common
with the preceding triad. In such cases, the close relationship of the

keys makes it possible to dispense with a connecting note. But never-

theless, they admit of the treatment prescribed in the rule. The student

is advised to carry out these modulations both ways. Thus, for instance,

from A minor to C major.

Fig. 250.
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49. FALSE RELATION.

As modulation brings chords of distant keys into immediate

contact with one another, it must inevitably also produce severe har-

monic crudities. Yet, by a good progression of parts, these may in most

cases be averted
;
in some, only tempered. They are often produced by

what is termed False Relation. Thus :

Fig. 251.

If a particular note in one part is followed by the same note raised

or lowered a semitone, in another part, these two notes or parts produce

a False Relation. It is immaterial whether the falsely related notes are

in the same or different octaves. For instance, a false relation is pro-

duced at (a), Fig. 2-52, between Soprano and Alto; at (6), between

Soprano and Tenor
;
at (c), between Soprano and Bass

;
and at (d),

Alto and Tenor.

(d)

Fig. 252.
s

The points involved in a false relation are as follows :

1. Two notes of the same scale-degree, that vary by a semitone, or

in other words, that constitute a chromatic semitone (augmented prime,

augmented or diminished octave), follow in immediate succession.

2. Their being in different parts.

3. The second note entering by skip.

A false relation can never exist, where the two notes on the same

degree, that would produce it, are in the same part, thus proceeding

chromatically one degree ,
as here :
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Fig. 253.

=^

In this manner, it may be averted in modulations.

Wherever certain reasons prevent the procedure just set forth (as,

for instance, where a given melody produces the false relation), at least,

avoid its occurrence between the extreme parts.

Singable part-progressiong justifies every false relation
;
thus :

Fig. 254.

J-

50. THE CHORD OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH
AS A MEANS OF MODULATION.

LESSON THIRTY-FIRST.

Modulate by means of dominant seventh, first in writing, then

in playing from memory : from C major to every other major key ,

from C major to every minor ; from C minor to every major, and from

C minor to every minor key.

Modulate in like manner from a key, having a signature of many
chromatic signs, to any of the other keys ; to such as well, whose sig-

natures are not found in practical use, which are Enharmonic to keys
of common occurrence ; as Gjf major. Db minor, etc.

The principal rule and examples are given in $ 48.

Some special directions follow here :

1. In this and all subsequent similar lessons, the student must en-

deavor to effect as well-sounding digressions as possible, through an

intelligent choice of chord-positions. Nevertheless, there will always be
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some that sound crude, notwithstanding their strictest regularity. By
the interposition of some connective or other, which is totally wanting,

even such digressions may not only be justified, but rendered decidedly

effective. At any rate, a knowledge of these means belong to the equip-

ment of the composer.

2. In modulations which proceed from a minor triad, the student

must prevent the third from becoming a leading-note, i. e., the third of

the dominant seventh.

From A Minor to Db Major.

Fig. 255.

Not: but:

The introduction of the chord of the augmented sixth may even

justify such digressions as being enharmonic. Their isolated occurrence

with the great masters does not diminish the validity of the directions

given here.

3. There is no triad which in itself could serve as a connective for

modulating from C major to C$ major or O major. It is therefore

necessary to interpose two chords :

Fig. 256.

C

With the assistance of enharmonic changes (CJJ major
= Dt> major,

Cb major= B major) both connections can be effected without inter-

posing a single chord.

Fig. 257.
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Cases like these will be found in all of the subsequent exercises in

modulation, The student should employ both means in working them

out.

4. The dominant triad may substitute the chord of the dominant

seventh, where the deficient seventh is present in the preceding chord
;

as here.

Fig. 258.

It is of advantage to follow up at the piano the degree of affinity

between chords by the circle of fifths and fourths.

REMAKK. A modulation is termed Diatonic, when it contains

solely diatonic intervals
; Chromatic, when the chromatic semitone is

employed ; Enharmonic, in which an enharmonic change occurs.

LESSON THIRTY-SECOND.
Harmonize the following melodies, which are overcharged with

modulations, employing the chord of the dominant seventh as a

connective.
MODEL 31.
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If we examine the foregoing harmonic passage, we will recognize

one and the same modulation reiterated on different degrees of the scale,

with a uniform progression of all parts. Such passages are termed

Harmonic Sequences.

The modulation in it proceeds from a certain key to that of the

fifth degree of affinity by the circle of fourths (/. r., to that key, whose

tonic is one semitone higher) and in its course, occasionally employs

enharmonic changes. An enharmonic scale (every note of which

appears in two significations) is produced in the highest part.

The constantly repeated figure of modulation in a sequence is

termed its Motive. The limits of the motive of the present sequence (a

modulation, by means of the dominant seventh, to the key, whose tonic

is one semitone higher) is defined at (a) of Fig. 259. It fills just one

measure in | time. Each subsequent measure is a repetition of the same

harmonic motive, one semitone higher. In C time it might be fashioned

into any of the following, or multitudinous other forms.

Fig. 260.
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This sequence may be abbreviated by contracting into a single

chord the last and first chords of each two successive repetitions of the

motive
;
thus :

Below are given several motives for sequences with their continua-

tion indicated, which however is left for the student to work out.

Fig. 262.,

(a) Motive. &c. (6) Motive. &c.

^3 m^ ^ 5 *=*
-r TT >

(Enharmonic scale descending.) (Chromatic scale descending.)

^3gE=ia|r=t= ==
i r^B-r: ^ It

Motive. &c. Motive.

imrz-
&c.

E^JZ P^=
=S=3jt=EiS^r ^ H

Motive. &c. &c.

J_JL^_-^A^^__j_
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The manner in which the motive of a sequence is carried through,
t. e., how the connection of identical repetitions is effected (the modus of

the sequence), need not always occur with such strict uniformity. Se-

quences may be formed with a change of mode at each repetition, thus

enhancing the unity of the modulation, in that the departure from the

first key is not so great. Thus :

Fig. 263.

The strictness of uniformity in carrying through a sequence may
be modified for the benefit of diatonic progression. Thus, the modulation

in the following sequence proceeds to those keys, which successively con-

stitute the intervals of the diatonic scale :

Fig. 264.

C/ D

The close might be constructed better thus :

\ U

Fig. 265.

because the modulation does not thereby make so distant a digression

from the principal key.

Besides the change of mode in this sequence, there is an alteration

of the progression of the highest part at the chords marked f, Fig. 264.
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But nevertheless, in general, it is to be preferred to the following rigidly

carried through form,

Fig. 266. Ascending Chromatic scale.

in which the relation to a particular key is destroyed.

The false relation between inner parts (compare Figs. 260. (6), (c)/

261, 264 and 265) may be obviated by having the parts cross, thus :

Fig. 267.

In order to enable an extension of sequences, it is permitted to

overstep the compass of the voices.

LESSON THIRTY-THIRD.

Construct sequences, with the dominant seventh as a means of

modulation ; first in writing, then in playing from memory.

Inversions must not be neglected, particularly in the case of the

chromatic scale (Figs. 266, 262 ^6)), which should also be transferred to

the Bass and inner parts. The enharmonic scale (Figs. 259-261 and 262

(a)) is to be treated similarly.

52. MODULATORY STRAINS.

In composition, as well as in general musical practice, it is of

importance to be able to effectuate a modulation in the course of an

extended succession of harmonies, under the avoidance of any crudities,
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or sudden digressions: in other words, to construct a Modulatory Strain.

With proximate keys, mediating triads are introduced, and a cadence

appended, thus :

Fig. 268.

With more distant keys, the endeavor must be made to gradually

approach the new key by successfully introducing its distinguishing

notes :

Fig. 269.

LESSON THIRTY-FOURTH.
Write modulatory strains from major to major, minor to major,

major to minor, and minor to minor keys.

53. THE CHORD OF THE MAJOR NINTH AS A
MEANS OF MODULATION.

According to % 46, the chord of the major ninth admits of no other

regular resolution than into major. For this reason, it is employed to

modulate only from a major or a minor key to a major key.

A Maj. G Maj. A Min. -^ G Maj.

Fig. 270.

Its employment in modulation is limited, on account of the diffi-

culty of introducing it. (See p. 43.)
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LESSON THIRTY-FIFTH.

Modulate by means of the chord of the major ninth, from major

and minor keys to major keys, first in writing, then in playing.

Construct harmonic seqnences with the chord of the major ninth.

For Example.

Fig. 271.J ^
^

&c. &c.

-Jf?:

54. THE MINOR CHORD OF THE LEADING
SEVENTH AS A MEANS OF MODULATION.

The minor chord of the leading seventh, too, does not admit of a

resolution into minor.

LESSON THIRTY-SIXTH.

Modulate by means of the minor chord of the leading seventh,

from major to minor and from minor to major keys, first in writing,

then in playing.

For example :

Fig. 272.

C Maj. Bb Maj. A Min. Bb Maj. C Maj. A Maj.

:

r f-, TI
F
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Construct harmonic sequences with the minor chord of the lead-

ing seventh.

For example :

Fig. 273.

Harmonize the following melodies, employing the chord of the

major ninth, and the minor chord of the leading seventh ; and with

those in which they occur, produce modulatory strains.

MODEL 32.

W_ f

=S-z*-
:
t?'-!?Ef=a

f %
m
~\\ ^r f

I i
i

*-}--&-
T~

J^_^
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EXERCISES.

r~vrrLr pn

190.

191.

EE STOSSES

55. THE CHORD OF THE MINOR NINTH AS
A MEANS OF MODULATION.

The chord of the minor ninth belongs to the minor mode, but,

according to 46, may also be resolved into major. Its use is limited, on

account of the difficulty of introducing it.

LESSON THIRTY-SEVENTH.

Modulate by means of the chord of the minor ninth, from minor

to minor, major to minor, major to major, and minor to major keys.

For example :

E _ B Et> C Bb_ A C G
Min. Min. Maj. Min. Maj. Maj. Miu. Maj.

I I

Fig. 274.
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56. THE CHORD OF THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH.

The chord of the diminished seventh resolves into both minor and

major. (See \ 46.) Next to the dominant seventh, it is the most profit-

able means of modulation.

LESSON THIRTY-EIGHTH.

Modulate by means of the chord of the diminished seventh, from

minor to minor, major to major, minor to major, and major to minor.

For example :

Fig. 275.

C D C D C D C D
Min. Min. Maj. Min. Min. Maj. Maj. ^Ma

^

Construct sequences with the chord of the diminished seventh.

For instance :

Fig. 276.
$2. Ife
^--

z, 8-*-
~^~r S=C^:=^^-

&c.
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&c.

In freer sequences, as in Fig. 263, the minor chord of the leading

seventh may alternate with the diminished seventh.

Construct modulatory strains, employing the chord of the dim-

inished seventh. Construct chromatic and enharmonic scales (com-

pare lesson 33) with the chord of the diminished seventh.

LESSON THIRTY-NINTH.

Harmonize the following melodies.

They afford the opportunity for employing the chord of the

diminished seventh in particular, occasionally the chord of the minor

ninth and all of the other means of modulation hitherto used. Some

begin with dissonant chords, like the present model. Exercise 205 even

begins in a key different from that of the signature, namely, with the

seventh of G minor, whereas the whole is in Bb major The applications

given in \ 46, especially those respecting the resolution of chords of a

minor key into major, as well as the exchange of the principal dissonant

Chords ($ 22) will, all of them, find application here. The enharmonic

change of the chord of the diminished seventh is not to be employed as

yet. (Compare \ 57.)

MODEL 33.
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&
B

\

*"5
r

sr^ M
:^tir=

__^

I I

u i

,
LJ

EXERCISES.

193.

19 1.

ft-* * -
a
ff-g=rF^ -j-
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196.
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r r-r-

=

197.

StES^^^i
/p H? i PI

. *
|

j

EEL=EEEEEfeEEEEy

frg * frr=T

198.

*=S
199.

"~l~b^
'

I f^

1^-;-!^-

200. Andante.

^* ^^ ' ^r-*1-*-B b-s 1'

^~ ^^

an.

=1=
fzzprg^rp^f ^-^fi^^S^ei^-
!

I y [ -L-Ipl ElL.z^:l==tz=
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202.
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-n
1

203.

^=P

204.

!g*=l3<yjflig*a m

PH ^^^ c~7s~ s rfe" r i 1 T

205.

uzz^FgrTr^iiz^= Eg=

- -it -

206.

-4-
z.0 ;

207.
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20S.

i%=ft,i ->.-BrTfr w=
^- I .

1 ^
57. THE ENHARMONIC CHANGES OF THE CHORD

OF THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH.

Every chord of the diminished seventh belongs by way of enhar-

monic change to four different keys. Thus :

b-d-f-a b = C Minor Fundamental Position : b-d-f-a b

= A " " "
gj-b-d-f

It may also, in any of these significations, resolve into the major

of each denoted key ;
in the present case, into C, A, F|J,

Eb major.

Accordingly, there are at bottom only three different chords of the

diminished seventh, L e., in respect to the relative pitch of their tone-

combinations. The remainder are but enharmonic changes of these.

LESSON FORTIETH.
The following melodies furnish the opportunity for applying the

enharmonic changes of the chord of the diminished seventh.

MODEL 34.

[db]
IL

Ife

* This chord may also be written in E2 Minor : d-f-ak -cfe.
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[fb]
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faLJ
fr n f~^

~ r H
|

^
~--[ |

| ]

g^^p^z^z^zjft^

209.

EXERCISES.

^toP^=^= ^=J^=t=J:
HZZ:

-E- *! aL&* J=

:^q

W=JHt

:=t=
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58. THE DIMINISHED TRIAD.

Of the principal dissonant chords, the diminished triad is the least

adaptable to decided modulations. Its applicability is chiefly dependent

upon the notes preceding it, as these alone direct it towards a particular

key.

Inasmuch as it forms a fragment of the diminished seventh, it

may participate in the enharmonic modulation of the latter. Thus :

b-d-f = C Major or Minor. Fundamental Position : b-d-f.

c\>-d-f = E> Minor. " "
d-f-(ab)-ck

= F^ Minor. " "
ejf-(gj)-b-d.

LESSON FORTY-FIRST.

Modulate by means of the diminished triad, from major to major,

major to minor, minor to major, minor to minor.
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For example :

C DC B C _ D C G
Maj. Maj. Min. Min. Min. Maj. Min. Min.

Fig. 278.

59. THE SUBSTITUTES OF THE SUB-DOMINANT
HARMONY AS THE MEANS OF MODULATION.

In those cases, in which we have hitherto employed triads and

their inversions for effecting modulations, we may now use the substi-

tutes of the sub-dominant of the key to which we intend to digress, in

their regular order. ($ 25, 28.)

From C Major to E Minor.

Fig. 279.

Since every diminished triad and minor chord of the leading

seventh embodies the character of both the principal dissonant chord

VII in major and secondary triad II in minor, it may be introduced in

the capacity of the one, and resolved in that of the other. Thus :
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C A F#
Maj. Min. Min.

A A C
Min. Min. Maj.

Fig. 280. <

LESSON FORTY-SECOND.

Modulate through the mediation of the secondary triad II of the

major scale, first from major to major, then from minor to major.

Modulate through the mediation of the secondary triad II of the

minor scale, first from major to minor, then from minor to minor.

Modulate through the mediation of the secondary chord of the

seventh II of the minor scale, first from major to minor, then from

minor to minor.

Construct modulatory strains, employing all the material

hitherto used.

LESSON FORTY-THIRD.

Harmonize the following melodies, which give occasion to mod-

ulate with the secondary chords.

MODEL 35.
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Ik
-
-tr -tr-^giff^^S:

r 1
1

|

i 1 1 I

i

- t .
i

i

i*-

-J-hJ J J .Wft* "*"*". * r-J
"*" ^

. J .
1-

f rr
(226.)

EXERCISES.

213.
(26.)

fezfit

^^^-^^
215.

K-h 1 1 1

1

^ILZTTR

-h- 1-

E^E^Ei^^
t 216.
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(B) DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS.

60. DEFINITION.

On our first acquaintance with the principal dissonant chords, we
found their individual parts restricted to certain progressions ;

thus :

Fig. 281.

Afterwards, it was permitted, in favor of melody, part -progression

and fullness of harmony, to release the individual parts from the ri

imposed upon them
;
in other words, to resolve them irregularly :

Fig. '282.

The chord, into which the principal dissonant chord was obliged

to resolve, remained unaffected by these licenses, being in every instance

the tonic triad.

Even this rule must now yield to a license of art. We shall pro-

duce progressions of principal dissonant chords, which do not proceed to

a tonic triad, but to any of the other chords in the same, or in foreign

keys. Thus :

V II
Fig. 283.

Frogressions of this kind are termed Deceptive Progressions. The

following factors serve as mediators in deceptive progressions.
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1. Notes in common:

^ g'

179

Fig. 2*1.

- -
_Z_^L! i

ig b<? f

V IV V IV V II

2. Proximity of keys :

C a C G C F C e c Ab(VI)

Fig. 285.
,

3. Partial regularity of resolution .-

F Gl> F c Be

Fig. 286.

^^_ ~n
^i^

^2^7^-^^=^
-s>. lia.

In evrery case, the greatest of care must be bestowed upon part-

progression, which may occasionally be improved by the employment of

unessential notes.

61. DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS OF THE
CHORD OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

Let the dominant seventh of a certain key be taken as a given

chord, and by means of deceptive progression, we shall, by the rules

above stated, proceed to any other key.

The deceptive progression can resolve into a triad :
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MOZART.

Or, into another principal dissonant chord :

Fig. 288.

WAGNER.
(Lohengrin.)

Or, ini'o /Ae secondary chord of the seventh (II degree), which,

however, sounds harsh even in many cases of this combination :

Fig. 289.

Hi
One sees that every modulation may be accomplished in several

ways, and it is therefore very advantageous to effect every digression in

every possible manner.

LESSON FORTY-FOURTH.

Write numerous deceptive progressions of the chord of the dom-

inant seventh and its inversions into every key.
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G2. DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS OF THE DOMI-

NANT TRIAD AS SUBSTITUTE OF THE CHORD
OF THE DOMINANT SEVENTH.

Wherever the dominant triad substitutes the chord of the domi-

nant seventh (to the resolution of which it is consequently restricted)

deviations from its regular progression must be regarded as deceptive

progressions. Thus :

From WAGNER'S Tannhseuser.

5:=*:

ftr

The sixteenth A in the last example is an Anticipation.

63. DECEPTIVE CADENCE.

When a deceptive progression is used in place of a cadence, it is

termed a Deceptive Cadence ; as here :

r- 9 *~r^ n I T 1 n

j i .

^
j

i

jig

The deceptive cadence of the chord of the dominant seventh into

the triad on the sixth degree of the major or minor scale is of frequent

occurrence just prior to the final close. (See Fig. 285, first and last

example.)
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64. DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS OF THE OTHER
PRINCIPAL DISSONANT CHORDS.

As the deceptive progressions of the other principal dissonant

chords are produced in the same manner as those of the dominant

seventh, we have contracted them into a single lesson, containing sub-

divisions and examples.

Change rf mode (g 47) may also take place between dissonant

chords, and may best be used methodically with deceptive progressions ;

for instance, the change from the chord of the major to the minor ninth;

from the minor to the diminished chord of the leading seventh, and vice

versa, though not so usual.

WAGXER.
(Tanuha'user.)

=3= .=S=Si=== =^-

Maj. Min. Maj. Min. Maj. Min. Maj. Min.^ :i-^H_iC^i5i=pJj=

LESSON FORTY-FIFTH.

Write deceptive progressions from a given key to all the others,

using the fundamental position and inversions of chords.

I. Of the Chord of the Major ninth.

Fig. 293.
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II. Of the Minor Chord of the Leading seventh.

Fig. 294.

Changing
Dominant.

Maj. Min.

g-h.^ iis?^Lri-'g'4t??-n-%-%- n -5- -&

III. Of the Chord of the Minor ninth.

Fig. 295.

IV. Of the Chord of the Diminished seventh.

Fig. 296.

^ns

Changing
Dominant.

&-_ a

Min. Maj.

V. Of the Diminished Triad.

Fig. 297.

Changing
Dominant.

& % ~- '--^&-
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The secondary chord of the seventh (on the II) may be changed to

an apparent chord of the dominant seventh, by a chromatic passing note

in one of its parts, Fig. 298 (a) ;
to a chord of the diminished seventh,

by a chromatic passing note in two of its parts (6) ;
to a chord of the

diminished seventh by a chromatic and a diatonic passing note (c)

instead of the latter, sometimes an anticipation (d) ;
to a minor chord of

the leading seventh, by a diatonic passing note, or an anticipation (e) ;

or, in the same manner, to a chord of the ninth (/). A diminished

triad (g) is produced similarly from the sub-dominant triad.

Fig. 298.

These are not actually deceptive progressions, nor even modulations,

but simply passing chords. When not in combination, they would

belong to the "Dominant of the Dominant," which, being termed
"
Changing Dominant 11

(see the author's " Text Book of Musical Form,"
and " Partiturstudium or Modulations of the Classical Masters [Bach to

Wagner etc.,] as displayed in their Scores. Berlin, Carl Habel.) they

have been designated in previous examples (Figs. 293297) as " Modula-

tions by the Changing Dominant." They are also employed in deceptive

progressions. On the whole, they are of very frequent occurrence. The

chord of the diminished seventh, in its present signification (i. e., as a

diminished seventh, or its inversion f on the raised fourth of the new

key) is a particularly reliable means of modulation, appropriate for all

oases.
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C G C Et C

185

E

Fig. 299.

-s> to

(See? 34.)

&c.

The dominant seventh, too, especially the \, is often used in this

sense. Thus : Cadence.

Fig. 300.

f . --fczat
T5T -p-

^g^p-g jg-

fi 5
5 4

65. SEQUENCES WITH DECEPTIVE
PROGRESSIONS.

Every deceptive progression may become the motive of a sequence.

Thus:

Fig. 301.

n (a) -^ u -^ (6)

^LX . .L ^^^ -^ i r7<*g /Q I i">^^ -^ ^-^ *- *r-^i -*t-^-wt -U -

-^=
^^ -*--*-
z:^Efe

(c) ^ _

?.-^fe?=q:
? p-- - -

-fc^
[7^x ^^^s^~&-

&C. * &C-

-^Zr. g.y
^ rrgg^i n

i ^

* The Chromatic scale, composed of a succession of chords of the diminished seventh,

is generallv so written, that the first and fourth chords belong to the same key, i. <., consist

of identical components (a in the present case, G$-B-D-F), and that the intervening chords

be as close as possible in kinship, as here, E Minor and B Minor.
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Combinations of deceptive progressions amongst themselves and

with other modulations may likewise serve as motives of sequences :

Fig. 302.

I I !

N
=r E^fE^EE^

HP
I tti

=LL
.

- L**
i

-) 1

"^
1

li

&c.

LESSON FORTY-SIXTH.

1. Write and play sequences with the foregoing and similar

simple and compound motives ; particularly the chromatic and enhar-

monic scales, descending, after the manner of Fig. 301, (a) and (&).

2. Compose modulatory strains containing regular modulations

and deceptive progressions, also modulations on reiterated notes, and
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cadences with deceptive progressions. Harmonize the melodic minor

scale, ascending.

3. Harmonize the following melodies, which occasion deceptive

progressions.

EXERCISES.
217.

66. DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS OF THE SECOND-
ARY CHORD OF THE SEVENTH ON THE II DEGREE.

CHORD OF THE SIXTH AND FOURTH.

Notably, the secondary chord of the seventh on the II degree (\ 28)

is restricted to certain progressions. We therefore class any of its other

progressions among deceptive progressions.

Their straining character is most keenly perceived, when the

seventh, contrary to its nature, ascends. However, they are to be met

with iii modern music.

In order to correctly comprehend the following examples, it will

be necessary to imagine each secondary chord of the seventh preceded

by a tonic triad.
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Fig. 303.

Modulation, 66.

(Compare \ 47.)

Sl^qHsEzir
Maj. Min.

(Compare ? 59.)

fc

, ^ ^yUlil JJO.1 C ^ tJU.f

*"
Min. Maj.

Deceptive progressions with the secondary chord of the seventh

(on the II) in sequences :

Fig. 304.

-I 1-

3t=3=f^i= ^F1
~ * y-rr^=z*=*=gz

I i f >tr> Xrf

^:=ftF=p=^=*
^z=3E?zz=EEE^

&c.

^PE=JX=
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Deceptive progressions, in a measure, are also produced, when the

chord of the sixth and fourth deviates in its movements from the direc-

tions (| 13; that correspond to its nature
;
as here :

Fig. 305.

LESSON FORTY-SEVENTH. I

Write and play deceptive progressions of the secondary chord of

seventh II degree) ; also sequences and modulatory strains in which

this chord is employed. The chord v should be similarly employed.

67. THE SECONDARY CHORDS OF THE SEVENTH
ON THE OTHER DEGREES OF THE SCALE.

CHORD-SUSPENSIONS.

Secondary chords of the seventh on the tonic, third, fourth and

sixth of the scale count among the essential and unessential discords,

and, as such, are treated in numerous ways, in accordance with \ \ 40

and 44.

In many cases, they resolve one into the other in such manner,

that, on a Bass proceeding by tonal fourths and fifths, the third of the

one becomes the seventh of the other. Thus :
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Fig 306.

Modulation. \ 67

Continuation.

t t_ _t t_ J; t_ _J-_ J_

This connected chain of dissonances, which is also employed in its

inversions, is a tonal companion to the modulatory sequence shown in

Fig. 301, (a), thus :

Fig. 307. &C.

t

from which it differs superficially in having no chromatic signs.

Secondary chords of the seventh combine with triads that are

peculiar to the same key, in cases like the following :

t

Fig. 308. (

The treatment of the diminished triad at f, as though it were a

consonant chord, is justified by the consistency of the part-progression,

which, moreover, is exceptionally a vindication for such like progressions

even in the minor mode.

LESSON FORTY-SEVENTH. II.

Write and play such ptogressions ; in their inversions, also.

The many tonal discord-contractions of these chords are of

frequent occurrence iii the works of contrapuntists of the Free Style
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(Lotti, Bach, Handel), as well as in those of more modern composers.

Numerous instructive examples replete with vigor and euphony are to

be found in Mendelssohn's a cappella songs, especially in his beautiful

2nd Psalm.

In the following example, only the seventh is resolved, producing

each time a new chord of the seventh.

d &c.Fig. 309.

Series of this kind may gain a greater variety by the occasional

entrance of a change of mode, or a modulation.

Secondary chords of the ninth, although occurring less frequently,

are similarly employed.

Mozart's great C Minor Symphony presents an example, in which

secondary chords of the seventh, and of the ninth interchange, viz. :

Fig. 310.
{'

The passage referred to is made still more dissonant, than shown

in the above harmonic score, by passing notes in two-part imitation, and

by the doubling of the ninth in a lower register, which, according to \ 19,

is generally inadmissible.

The chord-suspensions of \ 40, and all their related combinations

(\ 44) participate in modulatory treatment, as well as in deceptive pro-

gression, for which reason they are to be understood (for the greater part)

as belonging to that class in which the key is changed during the resolu-

tion of the suspension. For example :

Chord of the llth. Chord of the 13th.

Fig. 311.
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(C) TRIAD-PROGRESSIONS.

68.

An unmediated succession of remote triads which, prior to the

period of key-tonality, was not scrupled at, being the result of part-

progression ;
and in more modern times has been variously employed as

an effective means of expression is less a matter concerning exercise,

than observation. In the author's "
Partiturstudium," Figs. 378 to 527,

this has been explained in detail with every degree of the chord-affinities.

A few examples here :

&c.

I J_ i_J-M__,_
^JEII^^E^Ij^jI^

(&-

^ &-=- 1

BEETHOVEN.
(A Major Symphony.)

LISZT. E9 Major Concerto, Commonplace.

h^] ^ IIXL ^
-^ n-^ 1-^B H(?R=f=^

III II A Min. V IV
C Maj. II V
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69. CHORD-PROGRESSION AND MODULATION
DEPENDENT UPON PART-PROGRESSION

AND MELODY.

In order to effect a parallel motion with some or all parts, having

only to observe the avoiding of consecutive fifths and octaves, we can

construct a series of chords of the sixth, chords of the diminished seventh,

&c , in diatonic, chromatic, or in mixed order
;
thus :

Fig. 313.

* -

*: ^ J.

_L^_

_

T
^
f

t

'
f

==jrd

, _*._.

3=*= =g
-i L 1_. m O

^=u+fct i

=^^^^^~plZTTnE =3
- -F a - I? -*111-* 3- IH= :

I

;--!
Zt=t:+Hl-* ^1^0 i* f IpfX-jrfr-TF*^

I

I &C.

II III
i=^=cr*=ztizH;

JW^yt,d2 Uy fr f-

&c.
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The part which is added as a fourth part to the chords of the sixth,

in the first two series of Fig. 313, rather produces, by its contradiction to

the even parallel motion of the other parts, the sensation of an encum-

brance, for which reason, these progressions are preferably used in three

parts.

Fig. 314. Progressions by Contrarj
7 Motion.

The following harmonic digressions, also, proceed from the simul-

taneous progressions of the parts. Several of them, however, admit of

a different interpretation through their harmonic bearings. However,

it is immaterial to both the science of composition and to the composer

as such, which of these interpretations deserves the preference. Researches

in this matter must be left to musical science, which makes that its

problem, which the science of composition presupposes as u Talent for

Music." (See the Introductory.)

Fig. 315.

(c) LlSZT. (Harmonic Score.) (d) MOZART. (e)
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E
- ^ 1-| 1 -.-| I ,\

_._
j j

1 U
1 IfeH-Litvd fi< U

|
ttJ I

| 1

mil

At (a), the progression of a semitone in every part conveys the A
major triad immediately into the dominant seventh of Ei> major.

At (6), a similar group of chords of apparently remote keys results

from the progression of all parts by conjunct degrees. But in truth,

F-A-C-Et> is simply a passing chord between E G-B and D-F-B.

At (c), a progression of triads and 2 chords, induced by the move-

ment of the extreme parts.

At (d), both chords belong to the same key, D minor, being

respectively the dominant triad, and the chord of the seventh on the IV
of the scale. Their progression is the result of conjunct movement of

the parts.

At (e), the secondary chord of the seventh exchanges its significa-

tion of the IV of the minor with that of the II of the major, and

progresses accordingly ($ 59, Fig. 280). A commonplace manner of modu-

lation in four-part chorus.

The other examples may be similarly explained.

In some melodies, parallel passages occur, i. c., repetitions of

divisions of a melody one or more degrees higher or lower. Such

repetitions, as a rule, also demand an exact parallelism of the harmony,

since a contrary treatment would be inconsistent with the character of

the melody. The Rules of Harmony may, wherever necessary, be

ignored for the benefit of this parallelism. The following melody,

for instance,

Fig. 316.

repeats its first four measures note for note one wh:>le tone lower
;
and

requires a like harmonic treatment, in spite of the immediate succession

of the D major and F minor triads occasioned thereby,
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I I I

'

l__l

ggpij -* riz

After the performance of the first eight measures, a continuation

with the Ei>- minor chord would sound perfectly natural, because F>

minor bears the same relation to the preceding C major, as does F minor

to D major in the fourth measure. The ear has thus become prepared

for this progression. Thus :

Fig. 318.

dtdzste

70. THE EMPLOYMENT OF UNESSENTIAL
NOTES IN MODULATION.

Hitherto, the opportunities for employing unessential notes in

modulation were purely casual. There follow now melodies for practice,

that are copiously furnished with modulations and unessential notes.

After the instructions of Part II, a single example will suffice here for

the complete understanding of this matter.

LESSON FORTY-EIGHTH.

The following melodies, which modulate and contain unessential

notes, are to be harmonized in four parts.

Of course, the student is at liberty to enhance the variety of the

lower parts, and to fill up the rests with harmony through the medium
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of unessential notes
; yet, let him be cautioned against overburdening.

Every one of the following melodies admits of several ways of treatment,

and it is advisable to apply all of these to at least a few.

MODEL 36.

fc=j=f^iT-^EEg3*^=^
PS_J * r~- r **GS^SiHffl

I i J
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=l^EEk*E :l
=:=
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~^~r^^~J~:*"j~*~^r~
~ r^ J

-gY^^^-^i^^ =t
Ht^?==p=i^:S=j^EE3l_*.

J* J I

-] -^f^^r

EXERCISES.
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ES=^-^
220. Moderate.

221. Allegro modcralo.

h_tL_ni

222.
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:t==t=t=t:

226.

227.
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228.
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229.

=^E -P*^i=}

230.

I

L

=d:=: =^EfH=5^^r-r-*-===3=g=*=j

* :*

*

231.

&2-
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PART IV.

THE CHROMATICALLY ALTERED CHORDS.

71. THEIR NATURE.

All chords that have hitherto come under our notice consisted of

notes of a particular major or minor key, to which they respectively re-

ferred. They are therefore termed tonal, or proper to the key.

In contradistinction to these, such chords as do not consist

exclusively of notes of the diatonic scale of the key in which they

appear are termed Chromatically Altered Chords.* They bear thi.<

name from the fact of their being derived from tonal chords by altering

one or more of their intervals.

These alterations may, in every case, be traced back to unessential

notes, more especially to chromatic passing notes, and suspensions.

Several of them, to which, owing to their uncommonly frequent occur-

rence, special names have been given, should be singled out and studied

separately, viz.:

1. The chord of the sixth of the triad on the lowered second of the

minor scale.

2. The chord of the augmented sixth.

3. The augmented triad.

72. THE SECONDARY TRIAD ON THE
LOWERED II.

We already are acquainted with the form of cadence containing

the sub-dominant triad, and with the triad on the II degree, especially

in the first inversion. Notably, the triad 011 the II in the minor is a

diminished one :

* Termed in German, also "
Mischaccorde," i. e., rn.lt.ed ciiords, from the fact of their

consisting of notes ol' different keys mixed together.
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Fig. 319.

Chromatically Altered Chords. \ 72.

Now, if the sub-dominant triad receive a suspension, 6th to the

5th, or the highest part of the secondary triad descend as a chromatic

passing note, thus :

t t

Fig. 320.
(

1-

the chord of the sixth of a major triad, Bl-D-F, will be produced (at f)

which, as it presupposes the lowered second of the scale to be its root,

(here, in A minor Bb) is termed the triad on the lowered second. In this

first inversion, it may take the place of the sub-dominant or any of its

substitutes, in all manner of cadence-like inflections.*

Fig. 321.

ESJ
TZ3S

H ^ * P * V0 P-' r -|

EEIE
i r

i

e^=q= f=-qr
---

__ -^
r ^ ~^ I

|

* Being a peculiarity of the school of the celebrated Neapolitan, Scarlatti, it has been

designated as the "
Neapolitan chord of the 6th

"
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ffi -ffi

At (a), we have quite a customary and euphonic form of semi-

cadence, with the chord of the diminished seventh as a connective
;
at

(6), the same, but with suspensions.

The fundamental position is rarely used instead of the chord of the

sixth ; the chord of the sixth and fourth, exceptionally so, and then only

in the forbidden succession of two | chords as in the following :

(Compare Bach, Magnificat, No. 3.)

Like the other sub-dominant harmonies originally belonging to

the minor key, it, too, may be employed in the major mode though less

frequently.

Fig. 323.
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EXPLANATION TO FIG. 323.

(a). The Eb major triad, as a secondary triad on the lowered II,

enters immediately after D major, to which it returns in like manner,

just as though it were the triad on the tonal II.

(6). The same chord enters similarly here, but is taken in the

sense of an Eb major chord proper, and treated as such, thus furnishing

the opportunity for immediate contact of E? major and D major.

(c). Again here, the triad on Eb is conceived as a secondary triad,

and speedily led back to D major.

In the capacity of a substitute for the sub-dominant, it may
exchange with any one of the other substitutes. A most superb instance

is the following :

Fig. 324. BEETHOVEN. (A Major Symphony, 1st movement.)

-z*s )

-i ni3^:i

b^= t-&=

W-~ 'J"i&-^-
:

--- *W4 ^{&-- mjj

EXPLANATION : Cadence in E major. In the fifth measure, the

chord of the sixth of the triad on the lowered II enters in the place of

the preceding secondary chord of the seventh, and, by means of the

dominant triad, proceeds to the tonic triad.

Fig. 325.

_4
~3&

Eri^1

^5" I *T *^Tj(
" i^s^ S3 r~S^,= & -.&-** ^ 1

T4^ a \-*i<s>-
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(a). The immediate succession of C$ minor and C major is justi-

fied by their being equally related (as substitutes for the sub-dominaut)

to B major.

(6). B minor and B b major are related to A major as, at (a), C$
minor and C major are to B major.

N. B. The works of the past two centuries contain countless

examples of this kind.

LESSON FORTY-NINTH.

1. Write cadences with this chord, in the customary 15 minor

keys, besides in E$, B$, D k, and G b Minor.

2. Harmonize the following melodies.

MODEL 37.

, n"
|

(a) (6) r^ (c)
f*

> f*~~2*4 J
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*
-&-**

m
EXPLANATION TO THE PRECEDING.

(a). Passing notes in two parts.

(6). Deceptive cadence.

(c). Deceptive progression.

(d). The D major chord, obtained through the deceptive pro-

gression, is regarded as a triad on the lowered II of C$ minor and

treated as such.

(e). One of the most common progressions (both as to that of the

parts, and of triads) III, II, which may be traced back to 26. (Com-

pare Fig. 312, p. 192, and \ 59.)

(/). The preceding C major chord, obtained through modulation,

is here conceived as the triad on the lowered II of B minor.

EXERCISES.
232.

f^rr2j=.-3=Siqj==;=*p==fF=E: =s""lWTT~y~
fgSS^:

-gg^t&^fr"^*^

1
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235.

207

dt^=ff?^3=Fai^!ii=:aJ^S& =z^=:

bfc:

73. CHORD OF THE AUGMENTED SIXTH.

The chord of the Augmented sixth is considered as being produced :

(1) from the chord of the sixth of a. minor triad, by chromatic

alteration of its highest part :

Fig. 326.

(2) from the chord of the sixth of a major triad, by chromatic

alteration of its extreme parts :

Fig. 327.

(3) from the chord of the sixth of a major, or a minor triad, by
chromatic alteration as at (1) and (2), simultaneously with the progression

of one of the inner parts :

Fig. 328.

^T -^-

(4) from the chord of the sixth in major or minor, by the same

chromatic alteration as at (1) and (2), simultaneously with a perfect

fifth added :
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Fig. 329.

(5) from the chord of the sixth of a diminished triad, by chromatic

alteration of the lowest part :

Fig. 330.

(6) from the chord \ of the diminished seventh, by the same

means as at (5) :

Fig. 331. =

(7) from the chord $ of the dominant seventh, by the same

procedure :

Fig. 332.

(8) from the last named chord of the augmented sixth, by the

chromatic alteration of its fourth to a doubly augmented one :

Fig. 333.
Ej

i <</*' Ljfjy

\^f

and in other similar ways.

Thus, it may have four different forms :

Major third and augmented sixth.

Fig. 334.

Major third, augmented fourth and augmented

sixth.

Major third, perfect fifth and augmented sixth.

Major third, doubly augmented fourth and

augmented sixth.

The first and second forms resolve regularly into the dominant

triad, but rarely into the chord \ ;
the third and fourth forms, regularly

into the chord ?, and exceptionally, into the dominant triad. The two

extreme parts, constituting the augmented sixth, resolve into the octave

by contrary motion.
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Fig. 335.

(1)

1 ! 1
.-.

[ ,

Consecutive fifths between the Bass and Tenor in the last example
but one (Eb-Bb, D-A) are to be met with occasionally in the master-

works. For a time, they were termed Mozart fifths.

The foregoing cases show that the most usual chord of the aug-

mented sixth is the one constructed on the minor sixth of the scale.

It is very rarely resolved into the minor triad, thus :

4 1-

Fig. 336. /

But when so, then it must be the resolution of one that is con-

structed on the lowered second, and be produced by chromatic alteration

of the
jj
of a diminished triad

;
or of the \ of the dominant seventh, or

\ of tht diminished seventh.*

In full Cadences and semi-cadences, the chord of the augmented
sixth in the majority of cases occupies the place of the sub-dominant :

* For numerous examples from the master-works, in which all forms of the chord of

the augmented sixth have been employed see the author's " Partiturstudium '

; particu-

larly 1 15.
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Its upper parts may be superposed at will.

THE FUNDAMENTAL, POSITION AND ITS INVERSIONS.

If the chord of- the augmented sixth be reduced to its several

fundamental positions, the following will be obtained :

Fig. 338.

a diminished triad with a diminished

third .

from

from

from

a chord of the dominant seventh

with a diminished fifth.

a chord of the diminished seventh

with a diminished third.

In the works of the last and present century, these fundamental

positions, in their harmonic signification of dominant, or sub-dominant,

are to be met with, the latter, of course, in by far the majority of cases.

But, compared to the chord in its form of augmented sixth, they are of

very rare occurrence.

The inversions of the chord of the augmented sixth, or rather, of

its fundamental position, are :

=*=

Fig. 339. Of:Ffc

Of :

E|g=|?z::
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All of the preceding forms, as well as the fundamental position

may be employed to good advantage, except the inversion of the aug-

mented sixth into a diminished third, which, however, is also to be met

with.

Fig. 340.

ENHARMONIC CHANGES.

The three part chord of the augmented sixth, and the one contain-

ing a perfect fifth admit of being enharmonic-ally changed into a com-

plete, or an incomplete, chord of the dominant seventh
;
thus :

Fig. equivalent
to-,

whereby close relations are produced between keys, that are five or six

degrees of affinity distant from one another
;
as here :

Fig. 342. G

Previously (in Fig. 287: measures 2 and 3, and Fig. 302) we became

acquainted with similar digressions, such as deceptive progressions of the

chord of the dominant seventh. Here they are the result of enharmonic

application of the chord of the augmented sixth.

The third form of the chord of the augmented sixth (with aug-

mented fourth) admits of being enharmonically changed into the funda-

mental position of some other augmented sixth of the same kind
;
thus :
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Fig. 343.

^-j-S
Ei ..q.g,^^

DECEPTIVE PROGRESSIONS

of the augmented sixth are produced in accordance with familiar rules,

thus :

Fig. 344. MOZART.

*-n 1-

1

In combination with unessential notes :

Fig. 345. WAGNER. "Tristan and Isolda."
"^ . I ik.

r 1- N-

,
i-
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LESSON FIFTIETH.

1. Play modulations, enharmonic and deceptive progressions,

sequences, cadences (Fig. 337) and modulatory strains in four-part

harmony, employing the chord of the augmented sixth ; but through-

out maintaining the sixth, as such (L e., avoiding the diminished

third).

These exercises should be principally in dispersed harmony, which

kind isfavorable for controlling the part-progression.

2. Write several modulations with the fundamental position,

and inversions of the augmented sixth.

3. Harmonize the following melodies.

MODEL 38.
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EXERCISES.
236.

Allegro.
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237. Andante.

215

3PCJ

23g Adagio.

iEEEEEfeS1^^

74. THE AUGMENTED TRIAD.

The Augmented Triad is a chord proper to the minor scale (com-

pare \ 23), and as such, is conceived as the result of a suspension ; thus,

in the following example, of the suspension of the augmented fifth, G ti :

Jig. 346.

In this next example as being produced by the suspension of the

tonic, C :

Fig. 347.
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As a chromatic chord, it is preferably considered the result of a

chromatic note passing through the fifth of the triad, thus :

Fig. 348.

Comprising two similar intervals (major thirds,) it admits of being

tnharmonically changed into two other augmented triads :

Fig. 349.

Deceptive Progressions are produced in accordance with familiar

rules. For instance :

Fig. 350.

In a cadence, thus :

Fig. 351.

LESSON FIFTY-FIRST.

1. Write and play in various keys: regular, enharmonic and

deceptive progressions ; cadences, sequences, and modulatory strains,

in four=part harmony, employing the chord of the augmented sixth in

its fundamental position and inversions.

2. Harmonize the following exercises.
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MODEL 39

217
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239. Andante.

EXERCISES.
,
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75. OTHER CHROMATIC CHORDS AND SIMILAR
FORMATIONS.

In essentially artistic production (beyond "School,"as it were),

new formations of the kind in question are ever being produced by
characteristic part-progression. Some are treated regularly, i. e., in con-

formity with their primitive harmonic bearings ; others, enharmonically ;

a third class in the manner of deceptive progressions.

I. At (a) of the following example, we can observe the origination

of a chord of the dominant seventh with augmented fifth, through a

passing note in the highest part. At (6), the same chord enters by

skip ; at (c), as a constituent of a deceptive progression. At (d
1

,
it issues

by enharmonic change from a dominant seventh with a suspension.

II. Schubert, in his song, "Atlas," produces a similar chord, but

with a quite different bearing upon the key, as an ultimate and most

forcible means of expressing the insufferable affliction of world-support-

ing Atlas. He holds the lowered second of the scale, in both voice and

Bass of the accompaniment, as a resisting force against the retained third

and fifth of the G minor triad, and then proceeds with the voice through

the leading-note back to the triad, whilst the Bass continues to cling to

the lowered second. The harmony thus produced, taken abstractly,
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points to Eb major. In this (Fig. 353\ the student is furnished one of

the most striking, and at the same time, lofty examples of the ambiguity

of chords (as regards their affinity to one key or other), as well as of the

manner in which strange harmonic formations may be brought to bear.

Fig. 353.

with all the world of grief I'm sore- ly bur - den d !

Moreover, this song and "The Apparition" by the same master,

furnish various other instances of harmonic inflections of as great

significance.

III. In Mozart's Symphony in G Minor at the development of

this motive :
,
whose first note enters almost

throughout as a suspension, the following four-part combinations,

designated by a f, made up exclusively of suspensions :

t

Fig. 354.

In the ascending continuation of the first few measures of the

Prelude to his "Tristan and Isolde" (as presented in \ 73, p. 212),

Wagner produces an unprepared tone-combination, which we interpret
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as an augmented triad with a double suspension that proceeds decep-

tively to a chord of the dominant seventh with a suspension :

Fig. 355.

The notes, G$, D, F represent a chord of the diminished seventh

superposed upon C, the third in the key of A minor.

76. PEDAL-POINT.

Preferably at the close of pieces of animated and significant con-

tent, the necessity is felt to let the motion in the upper parts continue

(breathe out, as it were) over the tonic, after it has been reached and

sustained in the Bass, thus enhancing the importance of the close. F<ir

instance :

Fig. 356.

*^4- g ^s^f U--
\

1 1 1 . I :

A similar structure, as a preparation for the conclusion, is fre-

quently met with on the Dominant of the key, where all parts assemble

for the purpose of simultaneously closing the strain.
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Notably, the sustained or holding note, as well as the entire group

including it, is termed Pedal-point. (See
" Rudiments of Music/' \ 137.)

Frequently the character of a piece demands that the harmonies

and modulations of the upper parts exceed the bounds of proximate

relationship to the Bass-note, and the key represented by it
;
as here :

Fig. 358.

Pedal-points may gain the aspect of great modulatory variety

through chromatic progressions, especially such as have been set forth in

\ 69, and which may not inappropriately be termed "pseudo-modula-

tions," although, in truth, they do not overstep the proximate relations

to the key :
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Fig. 359.

Pedal-Point. \ 76.
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The holding note may also be repeatedly struck, or interrupted by
rests :

Fig. 360.

Pedal-points may be introduced at the commencement, or even in

the course of, pieces.

The holding note need not be confined to the Bass, but may also

be placed in an upper or an inner part :

Fig. 361.

-^4 J:

In instrumental music, pedal-points are not infrequently combined

with unessential notes
;

as for instance in Beethoven's A major

Symphony, 4th movement, and C major Sonata, Op. 2, 3rd movement,

Coda
;
Liszt's B minor Sonata, p. 18, measures 319 to 327.
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LESSON FIFTY-SECOND.

Write pedal-points on tonic and dominant, (1) limiting the mod-

ulation to proximate keys, (2) employing various other modulations,

but with due consideration.

77. MODERN CADENCE INFLECTIONS.

Unessential notes and modulations, especially those treated in \ 68,

are capable of producing certain modern cadences that are apparently

allied to the sub-dominant cadence, as on p. 35. For the most part, they

are to be met with following a more or less distinct dominant cadence
;

occasionally, they substitute it.

Fig. 362.

'2. 3.
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Case 1 is a sub-dominant cadence.

Case 2, a cadence which Rameau already designated as regular, the

chord of the seventh on the II substituting the sub-dominant. B really

takes the part of a passing note.
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The third case is similar te the preceding, only that B is raised a

semitone. Here too, F could replace F.
In case 4, the third, C*$,

maintains its position against the sub-dom-

inant, thus forming the chord of the seventh on the IV.

In case 5, the peculiarity lies in the entrance of D by skip. If A
iu the Bass were retained, and D made to move as Tenor between the E
of the first and third chords, we would have a most common inflection

by the chord of the diminished seventh.

In case 6, the raised fifth of the dominant harmony unites with

the minor third of the sub-dominant to form an apparent F major

triad.

In case 7, E is really F; the third each of the Tonic, Cjt, of

dominant, (?$,
and of minor sub-dominant; F, being united into one.

(See 46.)

In case 8, which is the most difficult to analyze, the dominant is

maintained, whilst the third of the tonic changes its mode and the per-

fect fifth of this lowered third takes the part of a passing note.

All these cases as well as most of the triad progressions are basrd

upon the absolute carrying through of the system of equal temperament,

whose ultimate determination may be traced back to Bach's " AVtll-

tempered Clavichord."

78. THOROUGH-BASS FIGURING.

In the exercises in Thorough-Bass Figuring of Part I, chromatic

signs were employed exclusively for the seventh of the minor key.

Obviously, by the use of modulation, a more extensive application of

chromatic signs is necessary.

As in Part I, every interval supplied with a chromatic sign must

be figured, except the third, which is indicated by an unaccompanied

chromatic sign.

As the reference of the chromatic signs to their respective figures

may easily be confounded wherever the latter are crowded together,

a simplification is made use of, in which the chromatic signs are

substituted by strokes. The raising one semitone is designated, instead
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of by
a;ff,

X, or jj, simply by a stroke running diagonally through the

upper or lower part of the figures, 6, 7, 9
;
and vertically to the right of

the figures, 2, 4, o
;
thus :/tf>/^/&; 2

| ,
4

| ,
5

|
. As yet, a similar abbre-

viation for lowering has not come into use.

Unessential notes are included in thorough-bass figuring. How-

ever, they are apt to render not only reading, but also writing the figures

more circumstantial than the notes themselves. As the importance of

thorough-bass figuring to the composer consists essentially in time-saving

offered in sketching or fixing a musical idea, any further cultivation of

it is disregarded by the Art of Composition, in which it loses its present

signification. Thus, its practice is left to the player from thorough-bass,

as such. To the musician, its importance lies in the fact, that it greatly

facilitates memorizing chords, in consequence of the conformity existing

between their denominations and their figuring.

Several melodies and figured Basses will follow below, which will

give opportunity for applying especially deceptive progressions and

peculiar harmonic formations. (See \ \ 69, 75.) The student should

employ unessential notes at will, in the harmonization of the exercises

with figured Basses.

Bach does not figure chords of the eleventh and of the thirteenth,

11 and 13, respectively, but 4, whereby the fifth of the former, and the

sixth of the latter are not recognized. However, the inclusion of the

figure 6 in the chord of the thirteenth seems requisite in cases where

figuring is not employed simply to indicate the accompaniment but

rather to determine the kind of chord.

LESSON FIFTY-THIRD.

The application of all harmonic resources to forming cadences,

harmonizing the chromatic and enharmonic Scales, and to reiterations

and modulations.

Harmonize the following melodies and Basses in four parts.
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MODEL 40.
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EXERCISES.
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6 X6 6 X6 6 6

!f I I
X

I

6 7
4

Pedal-point.

6 4 7
4 3

6 667
5 -

sQ o 5
5 4

3 B 2

II
6 5,

4
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^^S^H' m
248.
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249.

1

250.

Pedal-point.

-'^^^zEf-iE^g^

251. Un poco Allegro. (Compare Figs. 316 to 318.)

3L
4~

252.
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253. Allegro.

* EiiE m

254.

255. Quasi adngio.

dr
256.

Andante.
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Hymn tunes and folk-songs furnish additional matter for

practice. The former should be harmonized in three ways: taken

alternately as lowest, inner, and highest parts.

Also work out the chromatic scale in various ways, as a given

melody in each of the four parts. Harmonize the chromatic scale pro-

ceeding in two parts by contrary motion.

Some hymn tunes are written in the ancient modes. However,

they are to receive a modulatory treatment, from dominant of dominant :

the Dorian and Aeolian as minor
;
the Ionian, Lydian and Mixolydian

as major, and the Phrygian as minor mode. The Phrygian choral,
" O

Head, all bruised and wounded " has preferably been harmonized by

Bach by beginning and closing with the third of the major key ;
in

which harmonization it is almost exclusively performed at the present

day.

79. A MASTER-WORK: "AVE VERUM CORPUS."

BY MOZART.

LESSON FIFTY-FOURTH.

The following consumate master-work will appropriately serve as

a last Model in preference to many others, by reason of the wealth of its

content in so succinct a form.

The student is to write an analysis of it, in accordance with the

guidance furnished in the various sections of this book.

The Chorals in Bach's "Passion according to St. Matthew," are

recommended for further study.
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Ave verum corpus.
Adagio. MOZART.

SOPRANO.

ALTO.

TENOR.

BASS.
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A contrapuntal (canonical) form begins with the words, "esto

nobis," at (a), which consists in an imitation of the upper two parts by
both of the lower parts on a different degree of the scale. This imita-

tion ends at (6) with the first note of the fifth measure (counting from

the entrance of the mens' voices), on the first syllable of the word,
" mortis."

This work, which Mozart composed in the last year of his life,

gives evidence of what may be accomplished within the limits of a very

short and comparatively easily executed vocal composition, by consum-

mate skill through genial inspiration.

Those, who intend to complete a course in composition or take up
music as a scientific study will be prepared, after having worked out all

the foregoing exercises, to begin the study of Counterpoint, which, in

conjunction with Harmony, constitutes the school of a complete and

thorough mastery of the Art of Composition.
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